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Summary 
Conservation of large, relatively intact landscapes in the face of widespread development such 

as resource extraction is a challenge of global conservation significance. Growing human 

populations and economies and increasing scarcity of natural resources are pushing the frontiers 

of rapidly proliferating development into areas that have remained relatively intact until recent 

times; diminishing or degrading those landscapes. In this thesis I present research that aims to 

provide approaches, information and insights that can be used to ameliorate these impacts, 

using the largest and most intact remaining temperate woodland on earth as a case study. The 

Great Western Woodlands (GWW) is a region of international ecological significance and also a 

highly productive mining province, with a rich history of gold, nickel, and iron ore mining 

evidenced by numerous exploration tracks, drilling remains, mine pits, and waste dumps. 

I investigated the following overarching questions in the context of mining in the GWW: 

1. What is the scope of ecological impacts that require mitigation to successfully conserve 

intact landscapes? 

2. How significant is linear infrastructure (e.g. roads, tracks, and railways) as a component 

of disturbance? 

3. How does linear infrastructure affect key ecosystem processes, such as predation and 

water movement? 

I developed a conceptual framework (Chapter 2), used spatial analysis techniques (Chapter 3), 

and conducted extensive field work (Chapters 4 and 5) to address these questions.  

Chapter 2 proposes a framework for conceptualising ‘enigmatic’ ecological impacts: impacts 

that are often overlooked or inadequately addressed in impact evaluations. ‘Enigmatic’ impacts 

include those that are small but act cumulatively (cumulative impacts); those outside of the area 

directly considered (offsite impacts); those not detectable with the methods or spatiotemporal 

scales used (cryptic impacts); those facilitated, but not directly caused, by the development 

(secondary impacts); and synergistic impact interactions. Potential solutions to these ‘enigmatic’ 

impacts include strategic broad-scale planning, improving professional practice and decision-

making processes, and environmental insurance schemes. This framework sets the context for 

the following chapters which explore various enigmatic effects of development in the GWW. 

In Chapter 3 I characterised and quantified the cumulative development footprint in the GWW, 

with extensive digitisation from aerial imagery across a random stratified sample of the region. 
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In contrast to common perceptions of mining impacts as primarily consisting of mine pits and 

associated ‘hub’ infrastructure, I found that approximately 67% of the disturbance footprint 

consists of linear infrastructure. I estimated that 150,000 km of tracks, roads, and railways exist 

in the region and that beyond the ~690 km2 total disturbance footprint, a further 4,000–55,000 

km2 (3–35% of the GWW) lies within offsite risk zones. Moreover, the majority of linear 

infrastructure is unmapped, indicating that available data sources are not comprehensive and 

can lead to false conclusions about ecological impacts.  

To explore the effect of linear infrastructure on predator activity, I used a combination of 

motion-sensor cameras and spoor inspections to compare dingo, fox and cat activity on vehicle 

tracks and for three kilometres into the surrounding vegetation matrix (Chapter 4). I found 

strong effects of roads on activity for all species studied: on-road activity was generally far higher 

than off-road activity, and roads appeared to affect predator activity even up to 2.5 km away.  

I also explored the effects of extensive track, road, and rail networks on water movement 

(Chapter 5). I assessed over 1100 km of linear infrastructure and off-road transects and 300 

stream crossings, and found strong associations between linear infrastructure and evidence of 

altered surface and near-surface hydrology. Ninety-eight percent of stream crossings showed 

evidence of flow impedance, flow concentration, flow diversion and/or channel initiation. A 

number of engineering and environmental factors influence the frequency and severity of these 

impacts, which I estimate number at least 335,000 across the region.  

This research indicates that pervasive ecological impacts exist but are commonly overlooked in 

conventional impact evaluations, and undermine the potential for successful impact mitigation. 

Linear infrastructure can be the ‘elephant in the room’ with regard to such impacts, affecting 

both top-down (predation) and bottom-up (water availability) ecosystem regulation across 

substantial parts of the landscape. Nevertheless, there is substantial scope for mitigating these 

impacts and conserving large, relatively intact landscapes such as the Great Western Woodlands 

in perpetuity. 
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A rich mosaic 
Past the old rabbit proof fence 

where the clearing gang stopped 

salmon gums, fluted gimlets stretching, leaning, fallen, decaying 

bushes with intricate sclerophyllous leaves  

tiny vase-shaped flowers 

 

orange-red dust in biological crusts  

that tell the stories of life's early branchings 

a rich mosaic 

as far as the eagle can see 

 

wild, intact landscapes 

where life evolved 

we cut with 

gold knives 

iron forks 

nickel spoons 

 

walk. look. read 

emu scats. malleefowl prints. dragon den 

landscape tells 

enigmatic threats 

 

sliced by mining roads, rail, tracks 

water flows 

then stops. pools. concentrates 

erodes 

or evaporates 

 

dot to dot 

exploration tracks become 

cryptic predator highways 

dingoes patrol 

foxes slide 

cats creep 

 

what did the roads bring to these remote expanses? 

death by one hundred and fifty thousand lines in the sand, 

to the Great Western Woodlands? 

 

impacts pervade 

but 

these immensely complex landscapes 

can still be sustained 

if we choose. 
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 

Chapter 1 

General Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

“The global extent of the human footprint suggests that humans are stewards of 

nature, whether we like it or not. The long-term impact of human influence, positive 

or negative, benign or catastrophic, depends on our willingness to shoulder 

responsibility for our stewardship… [including our] commitment to conserving the last 

of the wild.” 

— Sanderson et al. 2002 ‘The human footprint and the last of the wild’ 
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1.1 Conservation of large, relatively intact landscapes 

This thesis examines the ecological impacts of diffuse human developments in large, relatively 

natural and intact areas (hereafter ‘intact landscapes’). Largely intact land- and sea-scapes 

provided the matrix within which life evolved and once made up the vast majority of land and 

water environments on earth, but are now few in number and invariably shrinking. Modern 

developments frequently cause profound changes to the quality and quantity of these large 

tracts of habitat that can degrade their values considerably. 

This thesis argues that many of the ways in which intact landscapes can be degraded by 

developments are ‘enigmatic’: easily overlooked, poorly understood and accounted for, and 

intentionally or unintentionally ignored by governments, decision-makers, conservation- or 

land-planners, and development proponents. To avoid losing some or all of the values of these 

landscapes, there is a need to develop ways to account for these impacts and avoid or mitigate 

them. I investigate such ‘enigmatic’ impacts with a global review and concrete examples that 

focus on various impacts of linear infrastructure, and a view to inform approaches to mitigate 

them. The opportunity exists to conserve and sustain the earth’s remaining intact landscapes; 

this thesis hopes to assist in inspiring and creating the capacity to do so successfully. 

Success in conservation requires efforts at both ends of the landscape modification spectrum. 

This spectrum ranges from ‘crisis conservation’ which focuses on saving threatened species and 

communities from extinction to ‘opportunity conservation’ which concentrates on sustaining 

intact systems and preventing degradation (Booth and Traill 2008). This thesis is primarily about 

the latter end of the spectrum: ‘conservation before the crisis’ (e.g. McShane 1990).  

Maintaining extensive areas of natural or near-natural landscapes is a key conservation strategy 

for many reasons. First, intact landscapes are crucial for the maintenance of the full suite of 

ecological processes that sustain biodiversity and allow for its ongoing evolution (McGregor, 

Coffey et al. 2011, Sgro, Lowe et al. 2011, Lavorel, Colloff et al. 2014). Second, compared to 

fragmented landscapes, intact landscapes have greater resilience and buffering capacity with 

respect to disturbances and global changes, such as better allowing for migrations and other 

changes in distribution that may allow species to adapt to climate change (Soulé, Mackey et al. 

2004, Selva, Kreft et al. 2011). Third, intact systems can also represent ‘havens’ for species that 

have lost habitat elsewhere, have large spatial requirements, or are otherwise sensitive to 

human disturbance (Selva, Kreft et al. 2011). Fourth, ‘crisis conservation’ of threatened species 

and communities may fail to protect those assets unless it is implemented in parallel with 
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protecting, rehabilitating and restoring the ecological processes that support them, which are 

oftentimes dependent on intact landscapes. 

Intact landscapes can provide immense spiritual, cultural, recreational and aesthetic benefits to 

multiple dimensions of human well-being and are likely to assume increasing value on an 

increasingly crowded planet (Mittermeier, Myers et al. 1998, Nemec and Raudsepp-Hearne 

2013). Such areas can also provide the last stronghold for traditional indigenous lifestyles as well 

as many of the world’s languages (Mittermeier, Myers et al. 1998, Mittermeier, Mittermeier et 

al. 2003). Intact landscapes can also be essential suppliers of many other ecosystem services 

such as carbon sequestration and climate stabilization, crop pollination, air and water quality 

protection, and erosion and flood control, and be a valuable resource for scientific study (Selva, 

Kreft et al. 2011, Cimon-Morin, Darveau et al. 2015).  

Lastly, conservation of intact landscapes is an important conservation strategy as it offers a 

robust, relatively easy, highly cost-effective, and low-risk option for biodiversity conservation 

(Mittermeier, Mittermeier et al. 2003, Booth and Traill 2008). It is not possible to fully restore a 

complex ecosystem; and preventing a species, community, or ecosystem from nearing the brink 

of extinction or irreversible degradation is in most cases far simpler, cheaper, and more likely to 

be successful than recovering it once it has become threatened or degraded – prevention is 

generally better than cure (Hobbs, Hallett et al. 2011, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012, Cimon-Morin, 

Darveau et al. 2015).  

Approaches that aim to protect or maintain the values of intact landscapes include wilderness 

conservation under the World Heritage Convention or other laws (Jones-Walters and Čivić 2010, 

Kormos, Bertzky et al. 2015); systematic conservation planning and protected area networks 

(Watson, Grantham et al. 2011, Cimon-Morin, Darveau et al. 2015); roadless area conservation 

(Selva, Kreft et al. 2011); cumulative and strategic impact assessments (Jaeger 2015, Wright and 

Kyhn 2015); and biodiversity offsetting (Bull, Milner-Gulland et al. 2014).  

Despite the multitude of approaches to their protection, intact landscapes are threatened 

globally, primarily by industrial development and accelerating climate change, although other 

developments such as low density residential development (exurbanisation) are potential 

threats too (Olson, Mueller et al. 2011, Vukomanovic, Doumas et al. 2013, Kormos, Bertzky et 

al. 2015). Many mechanisms, such as environmental impact assessments and conservation or 

land-use plans, exist to mitigate the impacts of development and optimally conserve remaining 

landscapes, but many impacts go beyond what is systematically accounted for in these 

mechanisms (Raiter, Possingham et al. 2014; Chapter 2). Inadequate accounting for impacts can 
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undermine efforts to mitigate them. Herein lies the need to better conceptualise and 

understand development impacts in intact landscapes.  

1.1.1 Global examples of challenges in conserving intact landscapes 

Mitigating the impacts of industrial development in intact landscapes is a worldwide challenge. 

A prime example is the Amazon rainforest – one of the most biologically and culturally rich 

regions on earth (Finer, Jenkins et al. 2013). It contains the world’s largest tropical rainforest 

and plays a globally significant role in maintaining biodiversity and in climate regulation, as well 

as supporting diverse indigenous communities (Laurance, Cochrane et al. 2001). Government-

backed logging, farming, and hydrocarbon developments, combined with rapid expansion in the 

road network, have led to unprecedented rates of deforestation and forest degradation.  

Moreover, the proliferation of hydropower in the region was recently identified as one of the 

top 15 global conservation issues (Sutherland, Bardsley et al. 2013). There are worldwide efforts 

to reduce the rates of deforestation and degradation; however amongst the many obstacles that 

these efforts face, lack of information typically hampers large-scale impact analyses and the 

development of best practice approaches to minimising those impacts (Finer, Jenkins et al. 

2013). The information lacking in these circumstances includes precise data on exact forms of 

development (e.g. accurate spatial data showing actual and planned infrastructure) and the full 

extent of ecological effects of these developments, as well as methods to mitigate the impacts 

(Laurance, Cochrane et al. 2001, Finer, Jenkins et al. 2013). 

The boreal forests of Canada provide another example of an intact landscape under multiple 

threats (Schneider and Dyer 2006, Gauthier, Bernier et al. 2015). Oil and gas extraction and 

logging have resulted in significant cumulative impacts, both in terms of direct disturbance 

footprints and in regards to large swathes of habitat that are rendered unusable for disturbance-

sensitive species due to edge avoidance and barrier effects. For example, in-situ oil recovery is 

likely to cause extensive damage due to the widespread nature of the developments, which 

include many thousands of kilometres of access roads and pipelines servicing dispersed 

production wells combined with considerable edge effects (Schneider and Dyer 2006). The 

threatened woodland caribou is one of several species likely to be extirpated from regions in 

which in situ oil sands recovery occurs, as they tend to avoid wells by 1 km; and roads and seismic 

lines by 250 m, and these disturbance features tend to be reasonably evenly spaced throughout 

affected landscapes. Roads can also act as barriers to caribou movement (Dyer, O'Neill et al. 

2001, Dyer, O'Neill et al. 2002). Approaches to mitigating these impacts have included 

quantification of cumulative effects together with planning and policy development to try to 
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ensure that cumulative effects thresholds and ecological tipping points are not exceeded. 

Regional land management planning has been proposed which would occur prior to any further 

tenure allocations and would include comprehensive baselining of impacts and land-use 

designations including maximum allowable road densities and levels of disturbance (Schneider 

and Dyer 2006). Operational recommendations include the development of a framework to 

coordinate development activities between industries and collaboratively devise workable 

solutions for landscape-scale conservation objectives. Legislative or regulatory changes could 

also reduce the level of disturbance that occurs prior to the completion of environmental impact 

assessments and project approval (Schneider and Dyer 2006). 

Other examples of intact landscape conservation challenges include central Africa where mining 

and logging developments are leading to extensive infrastructure expansion and extensive 

habitat alteration which in turn cause species declines due to poaching and human migrations 

(Edwards, Sloan et al. 2013). In Uzbekistan, natural gas extraction infrastructure penetrates the 

Ustyurt Plateau, with potential impacts for the relative intactness of the landscape and the many 

species it contains, including the critically endangered Saiga antelope which is sensitive to 

anthropogenic disturbance (Jones, Bull et al. 2014).  

A common thread running between these examples of conservation challenges in the face of 

diffuse but extensive developments is the network of linear infrastructure present in each case, 

which dominates or drives impacts. Networks of roads and other linear infrastructure are key 

features and important facilitators of development, and are frequently a dominant direct and 

indirect source of impacts in each case.   

1.2 Road ecology 

Roads, vehicle tracks, highways, railways, pipelines, fences, and other linear infrastructure have 

attracted a lot of attention in the ecological literature in recent years due to their rapid 

proliferation and extensive capacity to cause a wide range of ecological impacts. The field of 

road ecology and associated research on other types of linear infrastructure has seen two books, 

multiple international conferences and symposia, and a rapidly growing body of peer-reviewed 

literature (incl. Forman, Sperling et al. 2003, van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). 

Linear infrastructure can affect flora, fauna, and abiotic aspects of the surrounding environment, 

with flow-on effects that can have major ramifications for ecosystems both adjacent to, and 

away from, them. Impacts include physical disturbance, changes to microclimates, barrier 

effects for flora and fauna, dust, noise, light and chemical pollution, changes to water 
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movements (above and below ground) and roadkill due to vehicle-wildlife collisions (Forman, 

Sperling et al. 2003, van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). Linear infrastructure can also provide 

pathways for disease, weed, and pest species invasions as well as provide access to people and 

industries that can cause further degradation from activities such as bushmeat hunting, 

sandalwood extraction, and agriculture. Globally significant issues in which road ecology has 

informed major debates include a proposed highway across the Serengeti ecosystem in East 

Africa (Gadd 2015), a proposed network of roads that would threaten the largest surviving block 

of forest in northern Sumatra, Indonesia (Laurance 2015), and moves in Europe to follow the 

American model of incorporating ‘roadless’ areas into legislation (Selva, Kreft et al. 2011). Road 

ecology considerations, incorporated into the European Union’s nature directives, also 

prevented a proposed road from dissecting the last pristine percolating fen of the European 

temperate zone in, north-eastern Poland (Selva, Switalski et al. 2015). 

Indices representing road densities and impacts at broad scales have also been developed to 

inform conservation and impact mitigation. These include spatial road disturbance indices (e.g. 

Freudenberger, Hobson et al. 2013) and fragmentation matrices (e.g. ‘effective mesh size’; 

Patru-Stupariu, Stupariu et al. 2015) as well as allied indices such as the ‘human footprint’ 

(Sanderson, Jaiteh et al. 2002), a ‘landscape integrity indicator’ (Theobald 2013), and the 

Vegetation, Assets, States and Transitions dataset (Thackway and Lesslie 2008). Other useful 

measures and concepts include the ‘road effect zone’, linear infrastructure network 

configurations and densities, and thresholds related to the latter (van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). 

Partial and complete solutions to many impacts of linear infrastructure abound, but many 

impacts are unavoidable and unmitigable, except by avoiding linear infrastructure construction 

entirely. At the broadest scale these include a recently-proposed global road-mapping scheme 

to identify areas that should remain road-free and also areas where it is a priority to improve 

transport infrastructure (Laurance 2015). Further, linear infrastructure impacts can be mitigated 

by reclaiming unnecessary and damaging roads, and evaluating all proposed roads stringently 

using policies of no-net-loss of unfragmented lands (Selva, Switalski et al. 2015). Strategic and 

cumulative environmental impact assessments can better incorporate road impacts and 

mitigation considerations, and roads can be adapted and compensated for, as well as designed 

to reduce impacts, with best outcomes resulting when ecological input occurs at every stage of 

road planning, design, and maintenance (Roberts and Sjölund 2015).  

Measures to reduce impacts of linear infrastructure on wildlife include crossing structures 

(above or below roads) that are suited to their target species and minimise prey vulnerability to 

predation; and fauna exclusion fences to reduce collisions and guide fauna to crossing structures 
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(Polak, Rhodes et al. 2014, van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). Road lighting can be zoned or adapted 

to reduce the impacts of artificial light on animal behaviour; road noises can be mitigated with 

sound barriers where appropriate. Road verges can be maintained and/or fenced to maximise 

conservation outcomes (van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). However, many of these measures may 

have limited applicability for extensive road networks in remote areas, where implementation 

costs could be prohibitive. 

Measures to mitigate vegetation and abiotic impacts include strictly-enforced limits to physical 

disturbance and vegetation clearing and stream crossing designs that simulate natural channel 

conditions and complexity to allow flows and movements across infrastructure (Wagner 2015). 

Rigorous science to evaluate impacts and mitigation measures and allow for optimal adaptive 

management or improvements with time is also essential (van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015).  

This thesis will explore and quantify enigmatic impacts in a relatively intact landscape by 

focusing on a case study in Western Australia, the Great Western Woodlands. 

1.3 South-western Australia’s Great Western Woodlands 

The Great Western Woodlands (GWW) is the largest and most intact temperate woodland 

remaining on Earth (Figure 1.1; Judd, Watson et al. 2008, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012), and has 

recently been identified as a wilderness area of global significance (Kormos, Bertzky et al. 2015). 

The region comprises a mosaic of eucalypt woodlands; shrublands; mallee; casuarina and 

melaleuca thickets; rocky outcrops; halophytic vegetation; salt lakes; and banded ironstone 

formations (Figure 1.2). It sits at the interzone between the cooler, mesic, south-west, and 

Australia’s arid interior and is the driest temperate area in the world in which extensive tracts 

of woodland occur.  

The Great Western Woodlands boundary was created by identifying a characteristic ‘eucalyptus’ 

spectral signature found throughout the region, and separates the eucalypt woodlands from the 

mulga (Acacia aneura complex) to the north, the treeless nullarbor plan to the east, the moist 

coastal heath to the south-east, and the largely cleared wheatbelt to the west and south ( Berry 

and Roderick 2002, Watson, Judd et al. 2008). The GWW is home to almost one third of 

Australia’s eucalypt taxa, well over 3000 flowering plant species (one fifth of Australia’s total 

and more than double the number that occur in the whole of the UK), as well as over 300 

vertebrate species (Judd, Watson et al. 2008, Watson, Judd et al. 2008). It is also home to a 

number of threatened species, such as the critically endangered arid bronze azure butterfly 

(Department of Environment and Conservation 2010). The region also has high levels of 
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endemism and beta diversity, comprises a significant refuge for many birds and other species 

that have declined or become locally extinct elsewhere, and holds considerable carbon stocks 

(Watson, Judd et al. 2008, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). However, the region’s biodiversity is 

relatively poorly surveyed (Judd, Watson et al. 2008, Berry, Keith et al. 2010, Prober, Thiele et 

al. 2012). 

 

Figure 1.1: Location of the Great Western Woodlands in south-western Australia and examples of its 
diverse life forms and environments.  
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Figure 1.2: Population centres, major roads and railways, ironstone and broad vegetation formations in the Great Western Woodlands. 
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The south-western extent of the GWW, which has a Mediterranean climate, is also particularly 

noteworthy in representing a relatively intact example of this biome. The world’s five 

Mediterranean-climate regions are all global biodiversity hotspots (Myers, Mittermeier et al. 

2000); supporting around 20% of the global vascular plant flora in just over 2% of the world’s 

land area, but constituting the second-most transformed biome, after temperate grasslands 

(Underwood, Klausmeyer et al. 2009, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). Mediterranean-climate regions 

world wide – in Australia, the Americas, Africa, and the Mediterranean Basin – have all 

experienced intense development pressure for agriculture and urbanization (Underwood, 

Klausmeyer et al. 2009). In contrast, due to a combination of historical circumstances, low and 

variable rainfall, and lack of accessible groundwater, the Great Western Woodlands’ ecosystems 

have escaped clearing for agriculture and remain relatively intact and naturally functioning 

(Prober, Thiele et al. 2012).  

The vast majority of the GWW lies on the Yilgarn Craton, one of the oldest and most stable land 

masses on the planet, which formed 2400–3700 million years ago. Life in the GWW reflects a 

continuous biological lineage originating approximately 250 million years ago, when the region 

was part of the Gondwanan supercontinent (Watson, Judd et al. 2008).  

Aboriginal people probably started to inhabit parts of the region from about 22,000 years ago, 

and had a direct and continuous role in the maintenance and use of the environment and 

resources in the region for many thousands of years (Watson, Judd et al. 2008). Despite massive 

upheavals and dispossession following European settlement in the early to mid 1800’s, many 

Aboriginal groups have retained strong connections to the land. One group, the Ngadju Nation, 

have recently been successful in gaining native title determination over a large part of the 

region, while other native title claims (including those of the Central East Goldfields People, The 

Esperance Nyungars, Ballardong People and the Widji People; Department of Environment and 

Conservation 2010) are pending.  

Early European settlement of the region was limited until gold was discovered in four different 

locations over a period of 5 years starting 1888 (Watson, Judd et al. 2008). Widespread 

exploration and mining activities in the ensuing mining boom (and others later) saw many non-

indigenous people flock to the region and resulted in the establishment of several towns (some 

of which have since been abandoned), and large-scale timber harvesting to fuel and support 

mining operations. An extensive pastoral industry was established later over ~22% of the region, 

and ~17% has been gazetted conservation estate since, leaving ~61% of the region as 

Unallocated Crown Land (land owned by the state but not having a defined tenure; in the past 
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these lands were known as ‘waste lands’ of the Crown or ‘vacant crown land’; Watson, Judd et 

al. 2008).  

Invasive species (including predators and weeds), climate change, changing fire regimes, 

unsustainable pastoralism practices, a planned barrier fence extension, and proposed large-

scale clearing for agriculture all threaten the relative ecological intactness and biodiversity of 

the GWW (Recher and Lim 1990, Berry, Keith et al. 2010, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). Additionally, 

extensive mineral exploration and extraction activities cause extensive environmental impacts 

but the threat that they pose to the overall intactness is not well understood.  

Western Australia is one of the world’s most productive and diversified mineral regions, and 

mining in the GWW targets high-quality mineral deposits, including gold, nickel, iron ore, silver, 

copper, and cobalt,  that are predominantly concentrated in Late Archean granite-greenstone 

terranes (Department of Mines and Petroleum 2009).  

The GWW currently contains 334 operating mines and has 119,303 ‘abandoned mines’ 

registered within its boundary, as well as 1310 exploration tenements, 2826 mining tenements, 

and 2938 prospecting tenements together covering 60% of the region (Figure 1.3; Department 

of Environment and Conservation 2010, Department of Mines and Petroleum 2013). Expired 

mining tenements cover 96% of the landscape. The state government and the Department of 

Mines and Petroleum are actively promoting Western Australia as a “desirable investment and 

exploration destination”. Despite global fluctuations in commodity prices, the future is likely to 

see more mining, with record levels of both exploration and mining applications lodged in recent 

years (Department of Mines and Petroleum 2015). The ecological impacts of mining-related 

activities in the GWW have never been quantified on a regional scale.  

A number of stakeholders are currently involved in moves to better understand and protect the 

ecological and social values of the GWW, including Ngadju Conservation, The Wilderness 

Society, Gondwana Link, CSIRO, the Australian government’s Terrestrial Ecosystem Research 

Network, Pew Trusts, the Department of Parks and Wildlife of Western Australia, Department 

of Agriculture and Food of Western Australia, and Goldfields Land and Sea Council. Widespread 

calls from stakeholders for improved protection for the GWW prompted the Western Australian 

state government to develop a conservation strategy for the region and commit $3.8 million to 

its implementation in 2008 (Department of Environment and Conservation 2010). Mining 

companies have also expressed support for science-based, regional-scale land use and 

conservation planning, to increase certainty of access to areas, reduce bureaucratic processes 
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required for gaining development approval, and protect their ‘social licence to operate’ 

(Ironbark Environmental 2011). 

 

Figure 1.3: Overview of mining activity and legacies in the Great Western Woodlands.  

1.4 Rationale of study themes selected in this thesis 

By examining the ecological impacts of diffuse human developments in the GWW, this thesis 

aims to provide a more informed foundation for protecting the environmental and social values 

of this region and provide insights towards protecting other areas facing similar threats. Initial 

investigations revealed that the formal approaches currently available for mitigating the 

ecological impacts in the GWW were mostly focused on very limited impact evaluations that 

were not capable of effectively and comprehensively protecting the region’s ecological values. 

While there are many approaches that are relevant to tackling this issue, these have their own 

limitations and/or are of limited applicability in the context of the GWW and other similar 

landscapes. Thus it was considered necessary to develop a framework for addressing impacts 

more holistically and substantiate the framework with insights into impacts that are not 

currently well addressed, and how they could be. 

Three lines of investigation then aimed to substantiate elements of the conceptual framework. 

These include a quantification of the cumulative footprint of physical disturbance (Chapter 3), 

and investigations of impacts on predator activity (Chapter 4) and surface hydrology (Chapter 5) 

in the region; all with a strong emphasis on roads and other linear infrastructure. This emphasis 

initially reflected concerns voiced by experts and knowledgeable stakeholders who had an 

awareness of the pervasiveness of linear infrastructure and were concerned that its impacts 
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were inadequately understood and therefore not addressed. It also reflected a growing 

emphasis in the literature on roads and other linear infrastructure as important drivers of 

degradation in intact landscapes worldwide (e.g. Ahmed, Lees et al. 2014, Baraloto, Alverga et 

al. 2015, Selva, Switalski et al. 2015). The continued emphasis on linear infrastructure impacts 

in Chapters 4 and 5 reflects the results of Chapter 3, where quantification of the linear 

infrastructure component of the disturbance footprint in the region revealed the dominance of 

this disturbance type. 

The topics explored in Chapters 4 and 5 reflect a focus on conserving the ecological processes 

that sustain biodiversity and allow for its continued evolution; an important attribute of intact 

landscapes. I selected two key processes that are thought to have the most influence on the 

structure of ecosystems: predation (top-down regulation) and resource availability (bottom-up 

regulation) (Elmhagen and Rushton 2007). In the case of resource availability, I selected 

hydrology as the topic of interest as water availability is probably the dominant driver of 

ecosystem productivity in the GWW (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012), and water movement also 

affects the availability of other important resources including soil, nutrients and organic matter 

(Tongway and Hindley 2004).  

The two processes selected are also important because they either have already been 

dramatically altered, or face threats of future alteration. Predation in Australia has been 

transformed by the invasion of the feral cat (Felis catus) and red fox (Vulpes vulpes); two 

widespread invasive species with substantial impacts on biodiversity and economic values 

globally and which are implicated in Australia’s unparalleled rate of species decline and 

extinction (Doherty, Dickman et al. 2015). Dingoes are also an important part of the picture here. 

Dingoes have been the apex predator in mainland Australia since they were transported to 

Australia approximately 5000 years ago and replaced the now extinct Tasmanian tiger 

(Thylacinus cynocephalus), and suppress cat and fox (mesopredators) numbers or activity 

(Brook, Johnson et al. 2012, Moseby, Neilly et al. 2012). The dingo also has the interesting 

distinction of being listed both as a vulnerable and a declared pest species. Evidence suggests 

that the rarity of dingoes (Canis lupus dingo), killed in large numbers across the continent since 

the beginning of European settlement, was a critical factor which allowed smaller predators to 

overwhelm marsupial prey and triggered numerous extinctions (Johnson et al. 2007). Predator 

control actions are important components of both the potential threats that the GWW faces 

(with widespread dingo control in the GWW to protect agricultural interests), and conservation 

actions that occur in the region (with cat and fox baiting occurring in some areas). These actions 
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are also indirectly linked with mining activity, as mining operations can affect predator activity 

and numbers, and also fund both dingo and cat-and-fox control programs. 

Alteration of hydrological function in the GWW, on the other hand, is something that is primarily 

a future concern. Climate models project a probable drying of the region, with projected changes 

in mean annual rainfall ranging from a 10% increase to 40% decrease of current mean rainfall 

by 2070, and the potential for near complete loss of current ecological environments under a 

high warming scenario (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). With much of the vegetation already being 

at the driest of its tolerance range, water movement and distribution within the landscape is 

likely to be a critical factor determining species persistence in the region. These, together with 

anecdotal reports of linear infrastructure impacts on water movements, led me to consider the 

effects of linear infrastructure on water movement to be another important area for 

investigation.  

The effects of linear infrastructure that I explored represent just a few out of potentially very 

many impacts. Other impacts that are worthy of future investigation include potential 

fragmentation effects (such as species movements across linear infrastructure) and 

contamination and pollution impacts, including the effects of sound, light and dust emissions.  

1.5 Thesis outline 

This thesis is structured into six chapters, and Figure 1.4 outlines the main questions of the four 

‘research’ chapters that comprise the thesis: 

 Chapter 1 (this chapter) presents the context and justification for this research, the study 

region analysed, and the thesis rationale and outline. 

 Chapter 2 provides a framework for conceptualising the suite of ecological impacts that may 

result from development; focusing on ‘enigmatic impacts’ that are commonly overlooked in 

impact evaluations. It argues that enigmatic impacts can undermine the potential for 

successful impact mitigation and in doing so sets the direction for the following chapters on 

exploring large but overlooked ecological effects of mining in the GWW, along with their 

consequences and potential solutions. 

 Chapter 3 presents a spatial analysis of the extent and ecological implications of roads and 

other linear infrastructure in the GWW, together with an assessment of the association 

between linear infrastructure, mining activity and other factors. This chapter reveals the 

predominance of linear infrastructure in comprising the overall cumulative disturbance 

footprint in the region and the extensive offsite areas potentially affected as a result. In 
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doing so it justifies the emphasis in the following two chapters on improving our 

understanding of the ecological impacts of linear infrastructure, a subject that has received 

only scarce attention in the GWW. 

 Chapter 4 presents a field investigation of the effect of unsealed vehicle tracks (the most 

common type of linear infrastructure in the GWW, as observed in Chapter 3) on predator 

activity in otherwise relatively undisturbed landscapes.  

 Chapter 5 uses field observations combined with spatial data to assess the effects of linear 

infrastructure on surface and near-surface water movement in the GWW.  

 Chapter 6 provides an overview of the results obtained in the thesis, discusses their 

significance and broader relevance, identifies the main limitations of this study and 

recommends future directions for research.  
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Figure 1.4: Flow of concepts in this thesis, expressed as questions and findings that the thesis explores. 
The four research chapters build a conceptual framework of the impacts that should be considered in 
mitigation approaches and apply this framework to mining impacts in the Great Western Woodlands, 
with a focus on linear infrastructure effects on ecosystem processes. 
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“Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored”  

— Aldous Huxley 1927 Proper Studies 
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Chapter 2 proposes a framework for conceptualising the full scope of ecological impacts that need to 
be considered in impact mitigation, and in doing so sets the focus on enigmatic impacts for the following 
chapters. 

This chapter has been published as a paper and is reproduced verbatim as it appeared in the journal 
Trends in Ecology and Evolution 2014 Vol. 29 Issue 11 pages 635-644. 
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2.1 The problem of enigmatic ecological impacts 

2.2 Four categories of enigmatic impact 
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2.3 Impact synergies 

2.4 Challenges and opportunities 
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“There are few places on earth that are not currently traversed or impacted by the 

vast networks of linear infrastructure”  

— van der Ree et al. 2015. The Handbook of Road Ecology 

“Landscape-scale effects of road networks are neglected…”  

— Jochen Jaeger, 2015. The Handbook of Road Ecology 
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Chapter 3 presents a concrete application of the enigmatic impacts framework presented in Chapter 2. 
It presents a quantification and characterisation of the cumulative and offsite impacts present in the 
Great Western Woodlands, that are largely attributable to the region’s active mineral exploration and 
extraction industries. In doing so, it highlights the predominance of linear infrastructure networks in 
the cumulative disturbance footprint – a source of impacts that is commonly overlooked. 
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3.1 Abstract  

The acceleration of human infrastructure development presents many challenges for the 

mitigation of ecological impacts, especially in large, intact landscapes. The type and extent of 

impacts, including the cumulative impacts of multiple developments, must be quantified to 

enable mitigation. We quantified total physical human disturbance in a globally significant 

region of relatively intact vegetation, and identified the proportion accounted for by linear 

infrastructure, including linear infrastructure that is currently unmapped. We investigated the 

importance of mining, pastoral development, and other landscape factors as predictors of 

disturbance, and the proportion of landscapes affected in hypothetical ‘offsite risk zones’: areas 

adjacent to disturbance that may be subject to indirect impacts of the disturbance. We digitised 

direct disturbance footprints of both linear and 'hub' infrastructure of a stratified random 

sample of the Great Western Woodlands in south-western Australia, using aerial imagery. We 

used spatial datasets and literature resources to identify predictors of disturbance and calculate 

offsite risk zones. 

Most of the direct disturbance in the study area is unmapped linear infrastructure, only 

detectable through manual digitisation. Across the 160,000 km2 Great Western Woodlands, the 

estimated disturbance footprint is 690 km2, of which 67% consists of linear infrastructure and 

the remainder is ‘hub’ infrastructure. An estimated total of 150,000 km of linear infrastructure 

exists in the study area, equating to an average of ~1 km per km2, with densities in some areas 

nearing 4 km per km2. Beyond the direct footprint, a further 4,000–55,000 km2 (3–35% of the 

region) lies within offsite risk zones. This study highlights the pervasiveness of linear 

infrastructure and the importance of addressing its impacts as a key component of intact 

landscape conservation, and can be applied to other relatively intact landscapes worldwide.  

3.2 Introduction 

We are in an era where development and infrastructure is accelerating in natural environments 

and this has led to an urgency to understand and minimise the ecological impacts of these 

developments (e.g. Elmes, Ipanaque et al. 2014, Fraser 2014, Seiferling, Proulx et al. 2014, 

Karlson and Mortberg 2015, Laurance, Peletier-Jellema et al. 2015). Despite advances towards 

mitigation, our understanding of the cumulative impacts of development is often poor and 

methods for measuring and quantifying them are not well-developed (Freudenberger, Hobson 

et al. 2013, Raiter, Possingham et al. 2014, Laurance, Peletier-Jellema et al. 2015). In particular, 

roads and other linear infrastructure greatly influence the footprint of human activity but their 
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impacts are insidious, frequently disregarded, and seldom addressed (Goosem 2007, Goosem 

2012, Jones, Bull et al. 2014).  

‘Cumulative impact’ refers to the collective effects of multiple impacts that may be considered 

negligible or environmentally acceptable individually, but in sum may be significant and 

environmentally unacceptable (Therivel and Ross 2007, Canter and Ross 2010). Cumulative 

impacts are often overlooked in impact evaluations and decision-making regarding 

environmental conservation but can lead to so-called ‘death by a thousand cuts’ (Schneider and 

Dyer 2006), particularly when systems are pushed beyond ecological thresholds, or ecosystem 

effects act synergistically (Raiter, Possingham et al. 2014; Chapter 2). 

The challenge of quantifying impacts of infrastructure development across large areas is 

substantial – but essential if these impacts are to be mitigated (Raiter, Possingham et al. 2014). 

Comprehensive quantifications of cumulative disturbances across whole landscapes or regions 

are rarely undertaken (Suring, Barber et al. 1998, Abood, Lee et al. 2014, Carranza, Balmford et 

al. 2014, Karlson and Mortberg 2015), and those available are typically restricted only to 

disturbance associated with a particular industry or activity (Nellemann and Cameron 1998, 

Jones, Bull et al. 2014, Wood, Pidgeon et al. 2014). In many cases, quantifying the area directly 

disturbed by development (hereafter ‘disturbance footprint’) is particularly challenging as 

spatial data on disturbances often do not exist or are not comprehensive; this lack of information 

hampers broad-scale impact analyses (Finer, Jenkins et al. 2013).  

Geotechnology, including Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing, has been 

named one of the three ‘mega-technologies’ of the 21st Century and has had a substantial impact 

on ecological research in recent years. Increased availability and use of GIS software and spatial 

datasets have led to large improvements in our ability to measure and visualise multiple impacts, 

and can also reveal previously unobserved phenomena, although major issues of data 

completeness, errors, and interpretation over multiple scales exist (Boyd and Foody 2011).  

There has been a growing number of papers that try to quantify the impact of infrastructure 

over broad areas. Baynard (2011), Johnson et al. (2005), Finer et al. (2008), and Mjachina et al. 

(2014) quantified disturbance footprints of oil and gas, diamond, and other mineral exploration 

and extraction activities. However, these sources all relied heavily on existing spatial data (e.g. 

provided by government sources), which may not have included the full disturbance footprint.  

Indeed, Hawbaker and Radeloff (2004) argue that road impacts are generally underestimated 

because available data sources often do not include complete road networks, leading to false 

assumptions about the ecological effects of roads. They digitised road networks from aerial 
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imagery, and found significantly higher road densities for northern Wisconsin compared to 

estimates based on three other road data sources. A few other studies have incorporated 

digitisation based on remotely sensed imagery to quantify road network growth (Ahmed, Souza 

Jr et al. 2013), identify transport network drivers (Westcott and Andrew 2015), reveal illicit 

mining activities (Elmes, Ipanaque et al. 2014), and compare the footprints of oil exploration and 

production companies (Baynard 2011), although these have often been at limited scales and/or 

resolutions.   

Furthermore, existing quantifications of cumulative development impacts rarely account for the 

ecological effects of developments that extend into surrounding landscapes (hereafter ‘offsite 

impacts’). Offsite impacts can be considerably larger than the direct disturbance footprint of a 

development. For example, the majority of the woodland caribou’s habitat in the boreal forests 

of western Canada has ceased to be suitable, although only a small proportion of it is directly 

disturbed. This is due to the offsite impacts of roads and wells for oil sand extraction which are 

frequently spaced 1-2 km apart: caribou avoid such infrastructure by approximately 1 km 

(Schneider and Dyer 2006). Offsite impact zones (also road effect zones), defined as the area 

over which the ecological impacts of disturbance extend into the adjacent landscape, provide a 

useful conceptual framework for quantifying offsite impacts (van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015), but 

their application at landscape-scales has been limited (e.g. Liu, Cui et al. 2008). 

We developed a new approach to quantifying the total disturbance footprint and offsite risk 

areas in the globally significant Great Western Woodlands of south-western Australia, to address 

the need for better quantification of the impacts of extensive developments. The Great Western 

Woodlands (GWW) is a very large, relatively intact area, and is also a mineral-rich region 

impacted by extensive mineral exploration and extraction activities as well as pastoral grazing. 

The ecological impacts of these activities have never been quantified on a regional scale. 

We manually digitised stratified random samples and performed spatial analyses incorporating 

a range of spatial datasets and hypothetical offsite risk zones gleaned from the literature to 

explore the extent and nature of ecological impacts associated with human developments. We 

assessed the proportion of the disturbance footprint that comprises linear infrastructure, and 

the proportion that is unmapped. We also investigated the effects of potential drivers of 

disturbance (e.g. mining activity) and other associated landscape factors, and quantified linear 

infrastructure densities and offsite risk zones. This study is unique in quantifying and 

characterising direct and offsite ecological impacts of development, while accounting for all 

direct development disturbance; both mapped and unmapped. The methodology presented 
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here can be applied to other relatively intact landscapes to improve cumulative impacts 

evaluations and inform mitigation.  

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Study area 

The Great Western Woodlands (GWW) in south-western Australia is the largest and most intact 

area of temperate woodland remaining on earth, at 16 million hectares, and straddles a 

Mediterranean-climate to the south-west and a semi-arid climate to the north-east (Figure 3.1; 

Judd, Watson et al. 2008, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). Mediterranean-climate regions world wide 

– in Australia, the Americas, Africa, and the Mediterranean Basin – have all experienced 

extremely intense development pressure for agriculture and urbanization (Underwood, 

Klausmeyer et al. 2009). In contrast, the ecosystems of the GWW remain largely intact and 

naturally functioning (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012).  

The GWW comprises a mosaic of habitats including woodland, shrubland, mallee, salt lakes, 

rocky outcrops, and banded ironstone formations and has globally significant levels of flora and 

fauna diversity with over one sixth of Australia’s vascular plant species recorded in the region 

(Judd, Watson et al. 2008). The region also comprises a significant refuge for many species that 

have declined or become locally extinct elsewhere (such as the adjacent wheatbelt), and holds 

a significant component of Australia’s green carbon stocks (Berry, Keith et al. 2010). As such, it 

has been identified as a continental priority for conservation (Booth and Traill 2008). 

Although it escaped widespread clearing for intensive agriculture, approximately a third of the 

GWW is under pastoral tenure for sheep or cattle grazing. The region also overlies the Late 

Archaean granite-greenstone terranes of the Eastern Yilgarn Craton; geological formations 

which contain high-quality mineral deposits including gold, nickel, iron ore, silver, copper, and 

cobalt. Since gold was discovered in 1888, most of the region has experienced some mineral 

exploration and prospecting, with mineral extraction activities concentrated predominantly 

along greenstone belts. There is a long history of mining activity in the region and, despite global 

fluctuations in commodity prices, the future is likely to see more, with record levels of both 

exploration and mining applications lodged in recent years (Department of Mines and Petroleum 

2015).  
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Figure 3.1: Study area showing towns, mineral tenements and pastoral leases. The Wheatbelt lies to the west and south of the Great Western Woodlands.
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3.3.2 Spatial and data analysis 

Direct disturbance footprint 

In this section we describe the process we used to estimate the direct impact of infrastructure 

and other anthropogenic disturbances on native vegetation. All spatial data analysis was 

performed in ArcGIS 10.3 and Geospatial Modelling Environment (Version 0.7.4.0; available 

from www.spatialecology.com), and all data analysis was performed in R (version 3.2.0, R Core 

Team 2015). Statistical models were selected using backwards step-wise model selection and 

validated using the protocols described by Zuur, Ieno et al. (2009). We created a 20 x 20 km grid 

overlying the study area and categorised each grid cell into one of 8 categories made up of four 

levels of mining activity and a binary indicator for pastoral status (Figure 3.2). Mining activity 

level was based on density of mining projects and was calculated using the Minedex layer 

provided by Department of Mines and Petroleum. Pastoral status was based on pastoral 

datasets provided by Department of Agriculture and Food of Western Australia (DAFWA) and 

included former pastoral areas that are currently in transition to conservation estate.  

We used stratified random sampling to distribute 24 circular sample areas, each 25 km in 

diameter, among the 8 mining and pastoral categories. The sample area locations were all 

randomly selected within each category except for two which were placed in areas of particular 

interest to conservation needs in the region (Lake Cronin and Helena-Aurora range), and grid 

cells with towns were excluded as were some grid cells to the far east where high-resolution 

imagery was not available. In total, the sample areas represented 7.4% of the GWW by area. 

 
Figure 3.2: Mining density and pastoral status grid used for selection of sample areas and estimation of 
disturbance for whole region. Sample areas and the observed disturbance footprint are also shown. 
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We created a spatial layer containing all mapped linear infrastructure based on 23 unique 

datasets obtained from Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPaW), DAFWA, Landgate, and 

Geosciences Australia. Mapped linear infrastructure was classified as ‘railway’, ‘major road’, 

‘sealed minor road’, ‘unsealed road’, ‘track’, ‘fence line’, ‘relegated route’ and ‘unknown’ based 

on information provided in the source layers. The latter four classifications were merged with 

‘tracks’ for the purposes of this study. All unmapped linear infrastructure was classified as 

‘track’. All disturbances which were polygonal (i.e. not linear: e.g. mine pits, waste-rock dumps, 

dams, homesteads and mine worker camps) were grouped as ‘hub’ infrastructure. No region-

wide spatial data for hub infrastructure was available. 

KR and a team of volunteers digitised all physical disturbances visible from high-resolution 

ortho-rectified aerial imagery (orthophotos) that weren’t already mapped, for the full extent of 

each sample area, at an average scale of 1:2000. The orthophotos used were the two most 

recent for each area, dating between 2003–14, and with 50-140 cm pixel resolution. Mapped 

features generally matched up with observable disturbances although there were some tracks 

that were difficult to distinguish, and the locational accuracy of some was low. Hub 

infrastructure was digitised with polygon feature classes by tracing the approximate edge of the 

disturbance. Linear infrastructure was digitised as line features and then both mapped and 

unmapped linear infrastructure features were converted to polygon features using their average 

widths in order to calculate the area of their disturbance footprints. To calculate average widths 

of linear infrastructure features, twenty points were randomly placed along each type of linear 

infrastructure within each sample area and the width of the linear infrastructure at each random 

point was measured by zooming in to ~1:100 scale. To determine whether there was a significant 

difference between mapped and unmapped tracks, their widths were modelled using linear 

mixed models in the ‘lme4’ package, with mining activity level and pastoral status as fixed 

covariates and sample area as the random factor. 

Region-wide analysis of disturbance 

For each sample area we calculated mining project density, distances to the nearest town and 

to the edge of the wheatbelt (as shown in Figure 3.1), and disturbed area. To explore potential 

drivers of disturbance extent, we modelled disturbed area (square-root transformed; response 

variable) by mining project density, pastoral status, and shortest distance to the wheatbelt 

(explanatory variables), using linear mixed models in the ‘lme4’ package. We also tested for an 

interaction between mining project density and pastoral status. Distance to town was excluded 

due to collinearity, and showed no trend with the model residuals.  
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We used the optimal model derived from the model selection process to estimate disturbance 

across the rest of the GWW for each 20 x 20 km grid cell. We also estimated linear infrastructure 

density for the GWW and proportion accounted for by each infrastructure type using average 

densities for each infrastructure type and analysis category and extrapolation based on the 20 x 

20 km grid.  

Patch-level identification of disturbance predictors 

In order to gain further insights into the effects of other landscape variables, we divided sample 

areas into polygonal ‘patch types’, each with a unique combination of the following categorical 

covariables: pastoral tenure, greenstone lithology, conservation estate, iron formation, 

schedule 1 area clearing restrictions, environmentally sensitive area designation, vegetation 

formation, and sample area. Further detail on the datasets used is provided in Appendix 3.1. The 

vegetation formations dataset was created by grouping the vegetation types in the source layer, 

and a list of the formations along with their dominant species is provided in Table 3.1. We 

modelled the proportion area disturbed (logit transformed) as a function of the variables listed 

above using linear mixed models in ‘nlme’ package. Where variables were collinear they were 

alternated to identify the most significant variable to include. The optimal model was selected 

using backwards selection.  

Table 3.1: The vegetation formations used in the patch-level analysis of disturbance 

 

Vegetation formation Description 

bare/rock/lake salt lakes, clay pans, lagoons, and rocky outcrops with little 
or no vegetation cover 

broombush thicket thicket dominated by Acacia, Allocasuarina and Melaleuca 
spp; often growing together in an alliance 

mallee low, multi-stemmed eucalypts stands generally dominated 
by Eucalyptus eremophila and E. redunca 

mulga low, sparse woodland dominated by Acacia aneura 
complex and associated species. 

shrubland heath, shrub, and grass lands mainly dominated by Acacia 
spp., as well as species belonging to the Proteaceae and 
Myrtaceae families. 

succulent steppe saline areas dominated by Tecticornia spp. 

woodland low, medium or tall eucalypt woodlands dominated by 
Eucalyptus salmonophloia, E. salubris, E. loxophleba, E. 
lesouefii and others. The understorey is often open and 
dominated by Atriplex, Maireana, and Eremophila species. 
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For each patch type (n=261), we calculated the following attributes: number of mining projects, 

number of dead tenements, sum of total duration of all live and dead tenements, type of 

tenements (exploration/prospecting tenement, mining and related activities tenement, none), 

primary target commodity (gold, nickel, iron-ore, other), distance to wheatbelt, and distance to 

nearest town. Presence of a mining tenement overrode the presence of any exploration 

tenements. 

We modelled the proportion area disturbed (logit transformed) as a function of the variables 

listed above using linear mixed models in ‘nlme’ package. The logit function is the inverse of the 

sigmoidal logistic function, which is bound by 0 and 1, making it effective for transforming 

skewed proportional data into a model-ready distribution. Where variables were collinear they 

were alternated to identify the most significant variable to include. 

Offsite risk zones  

We created buffers around the direct disturbance footprint using a hypothesized set of risk 

buffers for each type of infrastructure observed, based on offsite effect distances reported in 

the literature (Appendix 3.2). This methodology is an adaptation of the approach presented by 

Liu, Cui et al. (2008).  ‘Offsite’ impacts include edge effects and reduced habitat quality adjacent 

to disturbed areas; groundwater contamination; chemical, dust, sound and light pollution; 

introduction of invasive organisms; and barriers to ecological flows and processes (Beyer et al. 

2014, Roche and Mudd 2014, Karlson and Mortberg 2015). We buffered the various 

infrastructure features by different widths to represent offsite impact risk under conservative, 

medium, and maximal scenarios and plotted the proportion of the landscape within risk zones 

by mining project density for each scenario.  

3.3.3 Ground-truthing 

We ground-truthed a selection of all types of mapped and digitised infrastructure, as well as 

areas in which no disturbance was observed from orthophotos along a travel route of 

approximately 500 km, which included travel along some unmapped tracks and approximately 

100 km of walking off-road. Extensive fieldwork in the study area (for related studies) gave KR 

further experience in assessing disturbances based on aerial imagery. 

3.4 Results 

Linear infrastructure dominated the disturbance footprint in all except grazed areas with the 

highest mining project densities. Overall, linear infrastructure is estimated to account for 67% 

of the total direct disturbance footprint across the GWW outside of towns, with the remainder 
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comprising (mining and pastoral) hub infrastructure (Figure 3.3). Tracks made up the vast 

majority of all linear infrastructure, and most were not mapped in any of the 23 unique datasets 

compiled, representing all existing spatial data for linear infrastructure in the region of which 

we are aware. The total direct disturbance footprint for the GWW is estimated to be 690 km2 

(s.e. 588–814 km2) or 0.43% of the total land area of the region. This amounts to an estimated 

total of ~150,000 km of linear infrastructure in the region (four times around the planet), with 

linear infrastructure densities ranging from 0.1 km km-2 in ungrazed areas with no registered 

mining projects, to 3.7 km km-2 in ungrazed areas with the highest density of mining projects 

(Table 3.2). 

Mapped tracks were significantly wider, on average, than unmapped tracks by ~1 m on average, 

although track widths did not vary significantly with mining activity or pastoral tenure (Appendix 

3.3).  

3.4.1 Region-wide analysis of disturbance 

The region-wide modelling of disturbance predictors found strong positive effects of mining 

project density and pastoralism, with a highly significant negative interaction between the two 

such that at low mining project densities there is more disturbance in pastoral areas, but at high 

mining project densities, pastoral areas are relatively less disturbed (adjusted R2 = 0.88; p 

<0.001; Figure 3.4). Distance to wheatbelt was not a significant predictor of disturbance in this 

analysis.  

3.4.2 Patch-level disturbance predictors 

The patch-level analysis allowed consideration of the effect of more covariates. The optimal 

model for predicting disturbance at the patch level was: 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑑𝑝 =   𝑙𝑚𝑒(𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑝 ~ ∗ 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 + ∗ 𝑒𝑠𝑎 + ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠_𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 + ∗ 𝑣𝑒𝑔_𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 + 

∗ 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑒 +  𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑦𝑟𝑠 +  𝑡𝑛𝑘𝑚, 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 =  𝑆𝐴_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 

where ‘finaldp’ is the final linear mixed effects model for predicting path-level disturbances, 

ldistp is the logit-transformed percent of area disturbed, with 0.001 added to allow the logit 

transformation, pastoral indicates pastoral tenure or otherwise, esa indicates the presence or 

otherwise of environmentally sensitive area clearing regulations, cons_estate refers to the 

presence and type of conservation estate of the patch, veg_form indicated broad vegetation 

formation , greenstone indicated greenstone lithology, lntyrs indicated the natural logarithm of 

the total number of year during which mineral tenements have applied to the patch, and tnkm 
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is the distance to the nearest town. The identity of the sample area, ‘SA-number’ was included 

as the random factor. Asterisks indicate categorical variables. 

The patch-level analysis confirmed the finding from the region-wide analysis that disturbance 

increased in areas without pastoral leases. In addition, it indicated that disturbance increases 

with tenement duration (i.e. mining activity over time) and was greater on greenstone lithology 

(Figure 3.5). It also indicated that disturbance decreased with distance from towns, was lower 

in the absence of ‘environmentally sensitive area’ clearing regulations (potentially a perverse 

effect), and significantly varied with conservation tenure and vegetation formation. For 

conservation tenure, disturbance was greatest in ex-leased lands and lowest in gazetted 

conservation reserves (excluding Class-A reserves which were the second-least disturbed). 

Mulga emerged as the vegetation type with the greatest level of direct disturbance when other 

covariates were taken into account, although broombush thickets, woodlands, and shrublands 

had the highest levels of disturbance in absolute terms. 

3.4.3 Offsite risk zones  

The total area within offsite risk zones varied depending on how we chose the buffer around 

disturbances and the level of direct disturbance present (Figure 3.6). Overall, we estimated that 

the proportion of the entire GWW within these risk zones varied from ~3% under the 

conservative scenario to ~35% under the maximal scenario (Table 3.3). Within the range of 

disturbance observed in this study, the proportion of a landscape that lies within offsite risk 

zones increases hyperbolically within the level of mining activity, and approaches 100% in the 

maximal scenario, 60% in the moderate scenario, and ~20% under the conservative scenario 

(Appendix 3.2, Figure A3.2.1). 
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Figure 3.3: Contribution of different disturbance types to total direct disturbance footprint, with some 
examples. a) Contribution of different types of linear infrastructure to total footprint. b) An example of 
‘hub’ infrastructure: an abandoned gold mine. c) Aerial view showing both hub and linear infrastructure 
of a mine and associated exploration grids. d) Aerial view of exploration grids passing through shrubland 
and woodland vegetation, the white dots are drill pads. e) A mapped track leading to Helena-Aurora 
Range, one of the banded ironstone formations currently being developed for mining. The track was 
probably initially built for mineral exploration purposes and is now used by miners, conservation 
agencies, and tourists. f) A ground-truthed unmapped track with abandoned exploration drilling sample 
bags to the left. An abandoned hydrocarbon drum was found further along this track. 

  

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 
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Table 3.2: Estimated disturbance footprint and linear infrastructure density for the Great Western 
Woodlands 

category 
of mining 
intensity 
and 
pastoral 
status 

area of 
category 
(km2)1 

sampled 
area of 
category 
(km2)  

projected2 

footprint 
of all hub 
inf. (km2) 

projected2 
footprint 
of all 
linear inf. 
(km2) 

total 
projected3 
footprint 
(km2) 

total 
length of 
linear 
inf. 
observed 
within 
sample 
areas 
(km) 

projected4 
total 
length of 
linear inf. 
(km) 

estimated4 
average 
linear inf. 
density for 
category 
(km km-2) 

high, 
grazed 

7836 1453 65.8 64.4 130.2 4449 23999 3.06 

high, 
ungrazed 

6525 1478 96.9 89.3 186.2 5478 24184 3.71 

medium, 
grazed 

10564 1445 27.0 76.3 103.2 2482 18142 1.72 

medium, 
ungrazed 

14419 1435 24.7 121.7 146.3 4067 40863 2.83 

low, 
grazed 

8093 1478 0.39 39.7 40.0 1567 8584 1.06 

low, 
ungrazed 

22979 1445 8.3 51.9 60.1 1239 19708 0.86 

no mines, 
grazed 

8786 1486 1.0 18.0 18.9 921 5449 0.62 

no mines, 
ungrazed 

80526 1510 0 3.5 3.5 167 8889 0.11 

Whole 
GWW 

159729 11729 223.9 464.7 688.6 20370 149820 1.07 

1 based on 20 x 20km grid 
2 calculated using region-wide model results and observed proportions for each sampling category 
applied to 20 x 20km grid  
3 calculated using region-wide model results applied to 20 x 20km grid. 4 calculated by applying the 
average observed for each analysis category to the area each category comprises within the Great 
Western Woodlands 

 
Figure 3.4: Interacting effects of mining and pastoral tenure on disturbance footprint. The points show 
the square root of area disturbed per sample area, and the lines indicate the relationship modelled by 
a linear mixed model, with shading indicating standard error intervals. 
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3.4.4 Ground truthing 

All of the mapped linear infrastructure was able to be confirmed at the locations where we 

performed ground truthing, although there were several mapped tracks that had been blocked 

and/or had become overgrown. Out of 134 points where tracks had been digitised using 

orthophotos, we were able to confirm the presence of 130, although similar to the mapped 

tracks, some had been blocked or become overgrown, and some had also been ripped to 

encourage regeneration. In some of the cases where the presence of a digitised track could not 

be confirmed, it was noted that a fire or disturbance had passed through the area since the 

orthophoto was taken, as evidenced by young, regenerating vegetation; thus it was possible that 

a previously-existing track had become undetectable. In addition, we recorded 79 locations 

where we observed tracks on the ground although they were not visible in orthophotos. 
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Figure 3.5: Predictors of disturbance from patch-level analysis, show variation for the selected variable 
when all other variables are held at their mean value. In a) and b), solid lines show predicted means 
and shading represents standard error; in c) to g), predicted means are indicated by points and lines 
show standard error range. 

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 

g) 
Abbreviations: Conservation tenure: C-A = Class-A; 

G-C = gazetted conservation other than Class-A; N-

C = not conservation tenure; U-C = unofficial 

conservation tenure; X-L = ex-leasehold land, 

currently pending conservation registration. 

Clearing regulations: esa= Declared 

Environmentally Sensitive Area under section 51B 

of the Environmental Protection Act 1986. 

Vegetation formation: Br = broombush; Ml = 

mallee, Mu = mulga, R/L = rock/lake, Sc = succulent 

steppe, Sh = shrubland, Wo = woodland. 
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Figure 3.6: Examples of sample areas from each analysis category showing direct disturbance footprints 
and areas within offsite risk zones for the conservative, moderate, and maximal scenarios. 
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Table 3.3: Areas calculated as falling within offsite risk zones for each scenario 

 buffer 
around 
tracks 
(m) 

buffer 
around 
unsealed 
roads 
(m) 

buffer 
around 
sealed 
roads and 
railways 
(m) 

buffer 
around hub 
infrastructure 
(m) 

range of 
areas 
affected per 
sample area^ 
(km2 out of c. 
490 km2 
samples) 

Projected 
proportion 
of GWW 
affected 
ecologically* 
(%) 

Projected 
proportion 
of GWW 
affected 
ecologically 
beyond 
direct 
footprint* 
(%) 

null 
scenario: 
direct 
disturbance 
footprint 
only 

0 0 0 0 <0.01 – 18.71 0.43 0 

conservative 
scenario 

10 50 500 500 0.26 – 106.5 3.35 2.75 

moderate 
scenario 

50 250 1000 2000 1.08 – 337.3 12.51 11.91 

maximal 
scenario 

500 2000 6000 6000 9.73 – 492.8 35.18 34.58 

^ sample areas average 490 km2 
* calculated by mining and pastoral categories on 20 x 20 km grid, weighted by relative category 
representation 

3.5 Discussion 

This investigation has demonstrated a methodology for quantifying the cumulative impacts of 

development infrastructure, in a relatively intact region larger than England (at 130,000 km2), 

that accounts for unmapped disturbances, linear infrastructure, and offsite impacts: all features 

that are frequently overlooked in impact evaluations and mitigation strategies. Accounting for 

such ‘enigmatic’ impacts is essential for mitigating them, although it is a challenging task (Raiter, 

Possingham et al. 2014). 

We found that mining-related infrastructure has a substantial direct disturbance footprint that 

extends far beyond ‘hub’ disturbances (e.g. mine pits, processing plants, and mine worker 

camps). Linear infrastructure is often disregarded in evaluations of environmental impacts 

(Jones, Bull et al. 2014), but in the study area is by far the dominant component of the 

development footprint. The high proportion of linear infrastructure, which penetrates even 

relatively intact landscapes also results in much more extensive offsite impact zones than would 

otherwise occur if the disturbance footprint was concentrated in hub infrastructure (Jones, Bull 

et al. 2014).  

We estimated that the direct disturbance footprint of development infrastructure is 690 km2 

across the GWW (total ~ 160,000 km2), amounting to 0.4% of the landscape. This is likely to be 
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an underestimate, given the considerable number of tracks observed on-ground which were not 

identified by digitisation. Our estimate of the disturbance footprint is similar to the proportion 

of area disturbed by linear infrastructure associated with historical logging and used for 

management and tourist access in the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area (0.5%; Laurance and 

Goosem 2008); within the range of disturbance identified for Venezuela’s heavy oil belt by 

Baynard (2011; 1.7-6%); and twice the proportion of area reported for the Ustyurt Plateau in 

Uzbekistan by Jones, Bull et al. (2014; 0.2%). However, the methodologies varied substantially 

and the results should not be seen as directly comparable. For example, Laurance and Goosem 

(2008)’s estimate did not include the footprint of ‘many unpaved forest roads’ and Jones et al. 

only considered major infrastructure associated with oil and gas exploration activities that was 

viewable at a relatively low resolution and excluded ‘secondary roads’. As we have seen, vehicle 

tracks make up the majority of the disturbance footprint in the GWW and it could be expected 

that the disturbance footprint would be larger for both the Wet Tropics and Ustyurt Plateau if 

vehicle tracks were included in the equation.  

Beyond the direct disturbance footprint, large proportions of landscapes fell within offsite risk 

zones along the ~300,000 km of disturbance edges (up to 100% in high-mining landscapes under 

the maximal scenario). Offsite risk zones offer only a simplistic indication of the possible extent 

of offsite impacts, particularly without specific information on offsite impacts relevant to the 

local biota, and factors affecting impact intensities. Nevertheless, this work demonstrates that 

the potential for biodiversity loss caused by extensive development should not be 

underestimated even when the direct footprint is relatively small, although the distribution of 

infrastructure within the landscape is also important (Goosem 2007, Jones, Bull et al. 2014).  

The 150,000 km of linear infrastructure estimated for the study area also presents a significant 

threat of ‘internal fragmentation’ of remaining continuous habitats, with impediments to 

movements of fauna and flora between habitats on either side (Goosem 2007, Jones, Bull et al. 

2014), although there is a need for further research on how the infrastructure affects different 

species groups. Other impacts of linear infrastructure that have been identified for the GWW 

include concentration of predator activity (see Chapter 4), effects on the movement of water 

and soil erosion (see Chapter 5), and weed invasion (Gosper, Prober et al. 2015). 

Nevertheless, many forms of linear infrastructure may be more amenable than some forms of 

hub infrastructure to either active or passive regeneration, with some vehicle tracks observed 

being somewhat overgrown. In contrast, open-cut mine pits are left as open voids after mine 

completion or abandonment and are likely to remain almost permanent scars in the landscape 

(Roche and Mudd 2014).  
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The large proportion of unmapped linear infrastructure, and the unmapped nature of hub 

infrastructure highlight that available data sources are rarely comprehensive. This can lead to 

false conclusions about ecological impacts, consistent with Hawbaker and Radeloff (2004). 

Individual mining companies in the study area are required to provide regulatory agencies with 

maps of the infrastructure they are seeking approval for, but it is likely that much of the 

infrastructure observed was constructed prior to this requirement coming into force. Further, 

maps that are submitted are generally contained within individual submissions that are often 

difficult to access and transfer to a useable format. This situation will change in coming years 

with a shift toward electronic lodgement of spatial data and management of that data in 

accessible forms by the relevant government department, although such data will only include 

future approvals and not incorporate substantial historical impacts.   

There were a number of factors that were found to significantly predict disturbance in the Great 

Western Woodlands. The principal factor was mining activity, indicated in our region-wide 

analysis by mining project density and in the patch-level analysis by the total duration of mining 

tenement existing over an area. The level of disturbance may also be affected by the type of 

commodity targeted and associated exploration requirements and extraction methods, but this 

could not be discerned from the current analysis. Mining and exploration practices have changed 

over time and the development of GIS technology has allowed exploration to largely move away 

from the construction of large exploration grids, with explorers able to more easily avoid large 

trees and other important features while maintaining positional accuracy. It was not possible in 

this analysis to compare the effects of different practices over time. 

Pastoral grazing was also found to be a significant predictor of disturbance, although the 

interaction with mining project density in the region-wide analysis demonstrated that its effect 

can be mixed. At low mining densities, pastoral activity is the dominant land use and positively 

predicts disturbance, while it appears that, at high mining densities, pastoralism has a mitigating 

effect on disturbance. This trend may reflect the ‘good neighbour policy’ and related codes of 

conduct whereby exploration companies are required to use existing roads where possible and 

rehabilitate all cleared areas once the exploration is complete, within pastoral leases (The 

Chamber of Mineral and Energy, Association of Mining and Exploration Companies et al. 1999, 

Department of Mines and Petroleum 2013). This finding indicates that there is substantial scope 

for companies to reduce footprints outside of pastoral leases.  

This study does not encompass the ecological impacts of pastoralism which are not associated 

with the actual infrastructure footprint, but which may cover much larger areas. These impacts 

include loss of vegetation and microbial crusts due to grazing and trampling; soil erosion; and 
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changes in plant species composition (van Etten 2013), but are beyond the scope of this 

research.  

The patch-level analysis also indicates that proximity to towns positively predicts disturbance, 

although the exact reasons for this are unknown. Possible explanations include: a) tenements in 

more accessible places receive the greatest focus for activities that create disturbance; b) 

recreation, prospecting, and other activities such as sandalwood harvesting activities (which 

may also cause disturbance) are more likely to occur near towns; c) towns are more likely to be 

built near large mineral reserves.  

3.5.1 Conservation and management implications 

Our finding that linear infrastructure is so pervasive in what remains a relatively intact region, 

and that the disturbance footprint of the GWW is similar to that of a number of other large, 

relatively intact areas worldwide (Laurance and Goosem 2008, Baynard 2011, Jones, Bull et al. 

2014) implies that large areas without roads are becoming increasingly rare. In order to conserve 

these areas, comprehensive cumulative impacts assessments must be further developed and 

applied, using the mitigation hierarchy (avoid, minimise, restore, then offset residual impacts) 

to guide development decisions and conservation or land-use plans. 

In particular, the extensive nature and high edge-to-area ratio of linear infrastructure mean that 

offsite impacts are likely to be a large component of the total development impacts in a region, 

although these impacts are less obvious and can be insidious (Goosem 2007). There is a clear 

need to quantify more impacts on more species and processes to improve the accuracy of 

accounting for these effects. In addition, synergistic effects of development impacts acting in 

combination with other local and global impacts need to be understood and accounted for 

(Raiter, Possingham et al. 2014; Chapter 2). Mitigating the impacts of linear infrastructure 

networks can be achieved by avoiding the establishment of new infrastructure, consolidating 

existing linear infrastructure networks and rehabilitating infrastructure that is not essential, and 

designing and/or retrofitting linear infrastructure to minimise impacts (van der Ree, Smith et al. 

2015). 

Nevertheless, while linear infrastructure can be pervasive, large areas that remain relatively 

undisturbed do remain and should be protected. The ecological impacts of developments that 

penetrate into undisturbed landscapes are the greatest of all (Laurance, Peletier-Jellema et al. 

2015), and priority should be placed on avoiding these, and/or rehabilitating such developments 

where possible.  
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3.6 Conclusion 

This study has demonstrated the extensive and largely unmapped nature of anthropogenic 

disturbance in the world’s largest remaining temperate woodland, including the dominance of 

linear infrastructure and the large potential extent of offsite impacts. Targeted manual 

digitisation of direct disturbance in stratified sample areas, combined with spatial analyses and 

hypothetical offsite risk zones gleaned from the literature allowed for a relatively 

comprehensive quantification and characterisation of actual and potential ecological impacts. 

Mining activity was identified as the main driver of disturbance. In the current era of global 

infrastructure proliferation, this study concludes that both direct and offsite ecological impacts 

of linear infrastructure should be explicitly considered in cumulative impacts assessments as 

well as land-use and conservation planning. 
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Appendix 3.1: Patch-level modelling of disturbance predictors 

In order to gain further insights into the effects of other landscape variables, we divided sample 

areas into 1352 patches, comprising 261 polygonal ‘patch types’, each with a unique 

combination of categorical variable levels, and then calculated values for a range of numerical 

variables (Table A3.1.1; Figure A3.1.1). We calculated area and disturbance footprint for each 

patch type, and modelled the disturbance footprint proportion (logit-transformed) of each patch 

type using linear mixed models with ‘nlme’ package in R. Random effects in the models were 

specified by sample area. All variables in the final model had p-values lower than 0.01. As 

patches and patch types varied in size and this could have skewed the calculation of numerical, 

area-based data; we created centroids for each patch type, constrained to fall within the 

features they represent, and calculated the relevant information based on the centroids.  
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Table A3.1.1: Explanatory variables included in the patch-level analysis of predictors of disturbance 

Variable (code) source layer source levels / transformation 

Pastoral tenure 
(pastoral/grazed) 

‘Cadastre’ Landgate grazed / ungrazed 

Greenstone lithology 
(greenstone) and 
iron formation (iron-
form) 

‘Geology Bedrock 
500K’  

Landgate adapted from source layer: 
greenstone / not greenstone and 
iron formation /not iron formation 

Conservation estate 
(cons_estate) 

‘DPAW Managed 
Lands & Waters’ 

Department of 
Parks and 
Wildlife 

grouped from source layer: class A, 
gazetted conservation, unofficial 
conservation estate, former 
leasehold, or not conservation 
estate 

Schedule 1 area 
clearing restrictions 
(schd-1) 

‘Clearing 
Regulations - 
Schedule One 
Areas’ 

Department of 
Environmental 
Regulation 

schedule 1 or not schedule 1 

Environmentally 
sensitive area (esa) 

‘Clearing 
Regulations - 
Environmentally 
Sensitive Areas’  

Department of 
Environmental 
Regulation 

binary variable 

Vegetation 
formation 
(veg_form) 

‘Pre-European 
Vegetation’ 

Department of 
Parks and 
Wildlife 

grouped from source layer: bare-
rock-lake, broombush thicket, 
mallee, mulga, shrubland, 
succulent steppe, woodland 

Mine project density  MINEDEX Department of 
Mines and 
Petroleum 
(DMP) 

log-transformed after adding 1 

Tenement duration 
(lntyrs) 

Dead Tenements 
and Current 
Tenements 

DMP total duration of dead and current 
tenements (end date capped at 
date of data extraction) was 
calculated and log-transformed; 
calculated as per centroid of each 
‘patch type’. 

Tenement types 
(type) 

Tenements and 
Current Tenements 

DMP exploration/prospecting tenement, 
mining and related activities 
tenement, none. Mining 
tenements overrode exploration 
tenements. 

Primary commodity 
(commodity) 

MINEDEX DMP gold, nickel / iron-ore / other / 
none.  

Distance to edge of 
wheatbelt (km) 
(wbkm) 

Great Western 
Woodlands 
Boundary 

GondwanaLink South-west extent of GWW 
boundary used as indicator of 
wheatbelt edge. Calculated as at 
centroid of each ‘patch type. 

Distance to nearest 
town (km), 
(tnkm) 

Townsites Landgate Abandoned towns excluded from 
analysis. Calculated as at centroid 
of each ‘patch type’. 
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Figure A3.1.1: Example of polygons constructed to assess predictors of disturbance at the patch level 
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Appendix 3.2: Hypothesised offsite risk zones  

Hypothetical offsite risk zones were created around all disturbance footprints observed, based 

on offsite disturbance zones gleaned from the literature and arranged under three scenarios 

(Table A3.2.1). The proportion of sample areas that lies within these zones was also calculated, 

by mining activity and scenario (Figure. A3.2.1). 

Table A3.2.1 Buffer distances and sources used for calculating offsite impact risks 

 Disturbance effect zones (m) with literature sources shown in parentheses 

Infrastructure 
type 

conservative scenario moderate scenario maximal scenario 

hub 
disturbances 

500 (~50% of effect on 
birds found at this 
distance from 
infrastructure (Benítez-
López, Alkemade et al. 
2010); effects of oil roads 
on anurans detectable to 
this distance (McCracken 
and Forstner 2014); 
slightly above upper 
bound of effects observed 
by Kasworm and Manley 
(1990). 

2,000 (half of zone 
observed by Vistnes and 
Nellerman, ~ 50% of effect 
on mammals found at this 
distance from 
infrastructure and 7 
studies on birds reported 
effects to at least this 
distance on birds, Benitez-
Lopez et al 2010), less 
than the 3 km zone 
observed by Mahoney and 
Schaefer (2002)) 

6,000 (50% reduction in 
habitat effectiveness up 
to this distance, Johnson 
et al 2005; 16 studies 
assessed by Benítez-
López, Alkemade et al. 
(2010) reported effect 
zones of at least 6 km for 
mammals) 

railways & all 
sealed roads  

500 (as above) 1,000 (as per Liu et al, 
Kasworm and Manley 
(1990), and (Johnson, 
Boyce et al. 2005), as for 
birds in Benitez-Lopez et 
al.) 

6,000 (as per Benítez-
López et al. (2010) on 
mammals & Mattson, 
Knight et al. (1987) for 
grizzly bears) 

unsealed 
roads 

50 (median of shortest 
distance for which there 
was >50% effect size for 
both mammals and birds; 
Benitez-Lopez (2010)) 

250 (as per Liu, Cui et al. 
(2008) & Czech (1991)) 

2,000 (Suring, Barber et 
al. (1998) hypothesised 
1.6-3.2 km effect for low-
use roads where there is 
vegetation cover; half 
that found by Vistnes and 
Nellemann (2001)). 

mapped 
tracks 

10 (lower bound of 
disturbance zone around 
trails observed by 
Kasworm and Manley 
(1990)) 

50 (as per Liu, Cui et al. 
(2008)) 

500 (~50% of effect on 
birds found at this 
distance from 
infrastructure (Benítez-
López et al. 2010); effects 
of oil roads on anurans 
detectable to this 
distance (McCracken and 
Forstner 2014); slightly 
above upper bound of 
effects observed by 
Kasworm and Manley 
(1990). 

unmapped 
tracks 

10 (as above) 50 (as above) 500 (as above) 
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Figure A3.2.1: Proportion of sample areas within offsite impact risk zones, by mining activity, 

based on conservative, moderate and maximal scenarios of offsite risk extent, derived from 

literature sources. The lines represent hyperbolic fits. 

It is important to note that Figure A3.2.1 is intended only to demonstrate the cumulative effects 

of off-site impacts, which can dwarf on-site impacts in extent, although often not in intensity. 

The existence of an offsite impact risk zone over an area does not mean that all ecological values 

are completely destroyed within that area. Hence, impacts are likely to accumulate with 

increasing mining activity, long after un-affected areas have disappeared from a landscape.  For 

example, an area with 400 mines is expected to have its ecological values further degraded than 

a similar-sized area with 100 mines, even though the off-site impact risk zone in both cases has 

almost saturated both areas under the maximal scenario. All other things being equal, however, 

the difference between the impacts in an area with one mine and an area with 51 mines is likely 

to be far greater than between an equally-sized area with 201 mines and an area with 251 mines.
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Appendix 3.3: Mapped versus unmapped track width comparison 

Mapped and unmapped track widths were measured using high-resolution aerial imagery at 20 

randomly-generated locations within each of 24 sample areas. Track widths were modelled 

using linear mixed models with ‘lme4’ package in R. We modelled track width with the following 

fixed variables: mapped/unmapped status; mining activity level for the relevant sample area, 

and pastoral status, using step-wise model selection. Sample area identity was included as the 

random effect. The final model included only mapped/unmapped status as a fixed effect. 

Mapped tracks were found to be on average ~1 m wider than unmapped tracks (p < 0.001), with 

no significant effects of mining activity or pastoral tenure. 

 
Figure A3.3.1 Boxplots showing the variation in widths between mapped and unmapped tracks across 
the different analysis categories. Category names refer to level of mining activity (high, medium, or low 
density of mining projects, or no mines (no.m)), and pastoral status (grazed or ungrazed). Boxplot 
centrelines indicate medians and coloured boxes show interquartile range. The whiskers (vertical black 
lines) extend from the interquartile range to the highest and lowest values    that are within 1.5 times 
the interquartile range, and the points indicate outliers. 
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“Although many of Australia's forested areas are relatively heavily fragmented by 

roads, there are no published studies specifically investigating the use of roads by feral 

predators”  

— May and Norton 1996 ‘Influence of fragmentation and disturbance on the 

potential impact of feral predators on native fauna in Australian forest 

ecosystems’ 
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Chapter 4 builds on the spatial analysis presented in Chapter 3 by exploring an important but poorly 
understood consequence of the permeating presence of unsealed vehicle tracks described in Chapter 
3: road effects on both native and invasive predator activity. 
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4.1 Abstract  

Roads and other forms of linear infrastructure are rapidly proliferating worldwide, yet little is 

known about how roads affect the distribution and abundance of predators, particularly in 

relatively intact landscapes. We used a combination of motion-sensor cameras and spoor 

surveys to compare dingo, fox and cat activity on unsealed vehicle tracks (hereafter: roads), and 

up to 3 kilometres away, in relatively intact landscapes of the Great Western Woodlands in 

south-western Australia. We compared predator activity in two vegetation types with 

contrasting permeabilities. 

Predator activity was observed between 12 and 261 times more frequently on a road compared 

with off-road for all species studied, and roads appeared to affect predator activity even up to 

2.5 km away. Even poorly formed and abandoned roads concentrated predator activity and 

affected landscape-wide predator dynamics. Vegetation permeability, the density of low 

vegetation, interacted with road effects on predator activity for dingoes and cats but not foxes. 

Linear infrastructure has strong effects on predator activity within intact landscapes, although 

further research is needed to characterise the implications for prey species. Road planning or 

approvals, as well as habitat restoration programs for threatened species, should account for 

the effects of roads on predator activity.  

4.2  Introduction 

Rapid global growth in linear infrastructure (e.g. roads) demands a solid understanding of their 

wide-ranging ecological effects in order to avoid, mitigate and/or offset their detrimental 

impacts on surrounding ecosystems (van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). Roads that penetrate into 

relatively intact areas often have disproportionately large consequences for affected 

ecosystems (Laurance, Peletier-Jellema et al. 2015). However, the landscape-wide effects of 

roads are poorly characterised and largely neglected in environmental impact evaluations 

(Jaeger 2015). In this paper, we examine how unsealed vehicle tracks in relatively intact 

landscapes affect predator activity across landscapes. 

Roads in otherwise intact landscapes can have a plethora of impacts on the ecosystems they 

pass through, with evidence emerging for changes in microclimate, facilitation of exotic 

invasions, edge effects, modifications to organism movements and effects on hydrological flows 

(Forman, Sperling et al. 2003, van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). Predation is a key ecosystem 

process regulating fauna populations with follow-on effects for other trophic levels and 

processes (Laundré, Hernández et al. 2013). Excess predation can be severely detrimental to 
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populations and ecosystems, especially in the case of invasive mammalian predators which are 

one of the major threats to biodiversity globally (Salo, Korpimäki et al. 2007). Changes in 

predator activity in relation to roads have been informally observed in many systems, but such 

changes have rarely been systematically evaluated, and knowledge on the effect of roads and 

other linear infrastructure on landscape-wide predation processes remains limited (May and 

Norton 1996, Basille, Van Moorter et al. 2013, Doherty, Dickman et al. 2015). In particular, little 

is known about predator use of roads and the surrounding vegetation matrix, and the influence 

of other factors on road effects, if any. 

Roads and other linear clearings can act as movement pathways or provide for improved access 

and more efficient hunting and travel (James 1999, Doherty, Dickman et al. 2015). Where 

animals use roads, roads have been found to increase habitat permeability and stimulate greater 

movement rates resulting in greater rates of prey encounter for predators (James 1999, Avgar 

et al. 2013). For example, James and Stuart-Smith (2000) found that wolves tend to be more 

common closer to roads, and that caribou are at higher risk of predation when they are close to 

roads. Similarly, DeGregorio, Weatherhead et al. (2014) found that rat snakes were frequently 

associated with unpaved road edges and that as a consequence, the distance to an unpaved 

road strongly influenced nestling survival for birds that they prey on.  

Although a number of studies have demonstrated the use of roads by mammalian predators, 

few have compared on-road activity with off-road activity (e.g. Cavallini 1994, Read and Eldridge 

2010). Some predators, including jaguars and pumas, have been found to preferentially use 

roads to varying extents (Harmsen, Foster et al. 2010, Towerton, Penman et al. 2011), while 

others such as lynx and black, brown and grizzly bears have been found to avoid roads (Brody 

and Pelton 1989, Dixon 1997, Suring, Barber et al. 1998, Basille, Van Moorter et al. 2013, Grilo, 

Smith et al. 2015). There is mixed evidence regarding road use by other species such as feral cats 

(Read and Eldridge 2010; D. Algar pers. comm. Department of Parks and Wildlife) and wolves 

(Mech, Fritts et al. 1988, Latham, Latham et al. 2011), although for the latter, there may be other 

factors involved that explain these differences, such as land use and human hunting pressure. 

Factors that may affect the use or avoidance of roads and adjacent areas include road type; 

traffic levels; habitat structure and density; lunar illumination; human activity; and interspecific 

interactions, both between different predator species (e.g. apex predators and mesopredators), 

as well as between predators and prey (Brook, Johnson et al. 2012, Wang and Fisher 2012, Avgar, 

Mosser et al. 2013, Prugh and Golden 2014).  

Road effect zones, a key concept for quantifying the negative impacts of roads in the vegetation 

matrix surrounding roads, require further examination in relation to predator activity (Suring, 
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Barber et al. 1998, Benítez-López, Alkemade et al. 2010, van der Ree, Smith et al. 2015). Existing 

research on predator road effect zones is primarily restricted to bear species in northern 

latitudes (e.g. Johnson, Boyce et al. 2005). Some studies have also assessed predator responses 

to road densities (e.g. Mech, Fritts et al. 1988) or average individual distances to roads (James 

and Stuart-Smith 2000), and point to cumulative, landscape-wide effects of road effect zones. 

Predators may be more, or less, active in proximity to roads, relative to roadless areas, and the 

changes in predator activity may have important implications for prey species in the surrounding 

landscapes. Predation is also often considered in studies of edge effects, although data on how 

far the edge effect extends into the vegetation matrix, and any relevant decay function how 

these vary with species and other factors is often limited (Lahti 2001, DeGregorio, Weatherhead 

et al. 2014).  

We used motion-sensor cameras and spoor inspections to quantify predator activity on and 

away from unsealed vehicle tracks (hereafter: roads) in relatively undisturbed landscapes of the 

globally significant Great Western Woodlands region in south-western Australia. This region is 

the largest and most intact temperate woodland remaining on Earth at 16,000 km2 in size; and 

comprises a refuge to over 300 vertebrate species, including many that have declined or become 

locally extinct elsewhere (Watson, Judd et al. 2008).  

We investigated the activity of one native apex predator, the dingo (Canis lupus dingo) and two 

invasive mesopredators, the feral cat (Felis catus) and the red fox (Vulpes vulpes) in two different 

vegetation types (woodland and shrubland) with contrasting structure and permeability. We 

hypothesised that for all three species, 1) on-road activity would be higher than off-road activity; 

2) activity would be elevated near a road and reach a lower ‘background level’ at greater 

distances from the road; and 3) these effects would be more pronounced in shrublands where 

vegetation density at predator-height is high and the advantages of travelling by road may be 

greatest, compared to woodlands which have generally open understories.  

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Study area  

Our work was conducted in the western half of the Great Western Woodlands (Figure 4.1). The 

region comprises a relatively intact mosaic of eucalypt woodlands, shrublands and other 

vegetation types interspersed with salt lakes and banded ironstone formations. Apart from a 

few small towns, the region has remained largely uncleared and undisturbed except for the 

effects of mining, pastoralism and resource extraction, along with changing fire regimes and the 
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effects of invasive species (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). The Great Western Woodlands offers a 

model system for investigating the effects of roads on predator activity, as it has an extensive 

network of roads surrounded by relatively undisturbed landscapes, allowing for exploration of 

road effect zones for several kilometres into adjoining habitat matrices. The region also offers 

contrasting vegetation types to allow exploration of habitat influences on road effects. Dingoes, 

cats and foxes are the three dominant mammalian predators in the region. Note that there is 

some hybridisation between dingoes and ex-domestic feral dogs (Canis lupus familiaris), 

although research found dingo purity in this area to be high (Stephens 2015) 

We established 16 transects, each starting at a road and extending perpendicularly for three 

kilometres into the surrounding vegetation. The roads varied from poorly formed vehicle tracks 

consisting of two wheel ruts, to graded, maintained tracks and all had low to very low traffic 

levels (average 7.4 vehicles per month; Figure 4.2a–b). Transects were placed in either woodland 

vegetation (n = 8), with relatively open understory, or shrublands (n = 8) with low, dense 

vegetation (Figure 4.2c–d).  

 
Figure 4.1: Map of study area showing transects by vegetation type. Major highways and roads are 
shown, along with the State Barrier Fence, a fence originally established to keep rabbits from invading 
westward but now used to keep dingoes and other wild dogs as well as emus out of the agricultural 
area to the west. The two transects west of the fence were established following recommendation by 
wild dog control personnel (McEwan pers. comm.) who was aware of dingo activity in that area (a 
nature reserve) and did not conduct wild dog control activities there at that time. Dingoes were 
observed at both of these transects. 
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Transects were located in generally flat tracts of relatively homogenous vegetation as identified 

by aerial images. Transects were situated with either no landscape features (e.g. rocky outcrop, 

salt lake) that may affect predator activity within 3 km, or such that the distance of these 

features was roughly the same along the whole transect so as not to bias predator activity in 

relation to the road. Similarly, anthropogenic disturbances (other than the study road) were 

avoided by at least 3 km (often >10km), although some old, overgrown, exploration tracks were 

found along the study transects: these could not be entirely avoided. Transects were spaced at 

least 7 km apart (or >14 km apart if on the same road) to maximise independence, which was 

confirmed in the data analysis. Transect length, spacing and buffer widths were determined as 

a compromise between optimal lengths based on average estimated widths of target species 

home ranges, and logistics. Dingoes, cats and foxes are estimated to have home ranges that 

average 3–300, 2-24, and 1-4 km wide (Meek and Saunders 2000, Fleming, Corbett et al. 2001, 

Molsher, Dickman et al. 2005, Carter, Luck et al. 2012, Bengsen, Algar et al. 2015). Thus, 

transects are likely to extend beyond at least the lower estimate of one home range for all 

species (given that home ranges and transects are unlikely to be aligned), although they may fall 

entirely within the home range of an individual in some cases. 

 
Figure 4.2: Examples of vehicle tracks and vegetation types used in this study. a) unbladed track 
consisting of two wheel ruts b) maintained vehicle track c) woodland vegetation with relatively open 
understorey d) recently-burnt shrubland with relatively dense ground storey. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 
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4.3.2 Assessing predator activity 

Motion-sensor cameras 

At each transect, five camera monitoring stations were established: the first on-road and the 

rest at stratified random distances from the road as follows: off-road camera position 1: 50–

200im; position 2: 200–1000 m, position 3: 1000–2500 m; and position 4: 2500–3000 m. Forty 

Reconyx HC600 Hyperfire No-Glow Covert Infrared cameras were rotated between the 80 

camera stations over 12 months from July 2013 to July 2014 such that each transect was 

monitored for two out of four monitoring periods, for an average of 174 nights per camera in 

total. Monitoring was always divided evenly between the vegetation types, and the pattern of 

monitoring was varied for each transect to minimise seasonal biases in the data. Individual 

cameras were also rotated between the different positions within transects to minimise the 

effect of any variations in camera performance on results. Additional data from a one-month 

pilot run in June 2013 on one of the woodland and one of the shrubland transects were 

incorporated into the final dataset.  

Cameras were attached to star pickets or trees 70-75 cm above ground (to see over low-growing 

shrubs), approximately facing south and at an angle of 0-5° to the horizontal. On-road cameras 

were placed within 1 m of the road edge and at an angle of approximately 25° degrees to it, as 

per Meek, Ballard et al. (2012). Where vegetation obscured part of the camera detection zone 

(all shrubland sites), the vegetation was pruned such that at least 80% of the detection zone was 

evident.  

Cameras were set on high sensitivity and fast shutter speed and programmed to take five rapid-

fire pictures per trigger. We considered observations as being independent when separated by 

more than 30 minutes, unless we could distinguish multiple individuals. Vehicle traffic was 

recorded and included in the analysis of both camera and spoor datasets. 

Spoor surveys 

Visual inspections for animal spoor were conducted on foot along the full length of each transect 

in January, March-April and July 2014. One transect could not be surveyed in the March survey 

due to fallen trees blocking the access road. KR examined the ground on 2 m of each side of the 

walked route and recorded the location of all predator spoor (prints, scats or other evidence of 

species presence) observed, using a hand-held GPS device. Road widths were measured and any 

spoor on a 10 m strip of road was also recorded at the start of each transect spoor inspection. 

Spoor was identified to species using advice from experienced local wild dog control personnel 

and with reference to Triggs (2005) and Moseby, Nano et al. (2009). All predator scats were 
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collected and sent to a scatologist for confirmatory identification (G. Storey; Scats About, 

Australian National University). 

4.3.3 Data analysis 

We analysed the camera and spoor datasets separately. Due to the scarcity of data, spoor data 

from the different spoor surveys were pooled across visits, as were camera data from the 

different monitoring periods; making each transect a sample unit. Pooling the data was based 

on the assumption that while predator activity will vary from season to season, the effect of 

roads on predator activity will be consistent across the seasons. To explore correlates of 

predator activity, we built generalised additive mixed models (GAMMs) using the ‘mgcv’ 

package (version 1.8-7; Wood 2006, Wood 2011) in R version 3.2.1 (R Core Team 2015). We used 

GAMMs rather than assuming linear fits, as scatterplots indicated non-linear relationships 

between predator activity and road proximity. Numbers of monitored nights and area surveyed, 

for the camera and spoor data respectively, were included in the models as offsets for 

monitoring effort, and transect identity was included as the random factor. Due to the large 

number of zeros in our datasets, we compared histograms of the data with histograms of data 

with known Poisson distributions, and assessed the need for zero-inflated models, but found 

that Poisson models were adequate. 

For each response variable (i.e. counts of predator observations and observation type 

combination) with at least 20 observations, we created mixed-effects models using all possible 

combinations of the four potential predictor variables: on/off road status, road proximity (fitted 

using thin-plate regression splines), vegetation type, and traffic. We also included an ‘intercept 

only’ model, and models with two-way interactions between distance from road and vegetation 

type; on/off road status and vegetation type; and on/off road status and traffic, and ran each 

set of models with varying degrees of flexibility allowed in the smoothing spline (k values 3, 4, 

5, and unrestrained). The final optimal and top-ranking models were selected using AIC from all 

available models. Where road proximity was selected in the optimal model, predicted 

smoothers were plotted for predator activity against distance from road as they appeared in the 

optimal models (i.e. either independently or with an interaction). 

The spoor data were collated using a range of transect segment sizes (100, 250, 500 and 1000m) 

and the full set of models was built using each segment-size dataset, to identify the optimal 

resolution for analysis. Only the most indicative models are presented here. 

We used proportion of null deviance explained (hereafter: deviance explained) as a measure of 

goodness of fit as it is more appropriate than R squared for non-normal errors, but we also 
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present adjusted R2 values for each model. Null deviance is computed taking account of any 

offset, so deviance explained can be substantially lower than R squared when an offset is present 

(Wood 2006).  

4.4 Results 

We recorded 135 independent predator observations by motion-sensor camera over 13950 trap 

nights, and 110 independent predator spoor (11, 13, and 31 prints, and 9, 31, and 15 scats for 

dingoes, cats and foxes respectively) over approximately 1,130,000 m2 of spoor survey (Figure 

4.3).   

We found evidence for predator activity on every (10 m) segment of road studied, and there 

was a stark contrast between on-road and off-road predator activity. Predators were observed 

at 88% of on-road cameras where up to 25 predator sightings were recorded at a single camera 

station, whereas predators were only observed at 20% of off-road camera stations where the 

greatest number of predators recorded at a single camera was 2. The contrast is even greater 

for the spoor data: an average of 91 predator spoor per hectare were recorded on-road, 

compared to 0.97 predator spoor per hectare off-road — a hundredfold difference, (note that 1 

ha of road area is equivalent to 2 km of a road that is 5 m wide). 

Dingoes dominated on-road predator activity, being present on roads in 11 out of the 16 

transects, and accounting for 80% of all on-road predator activity observed. Overall, cats were 

the most ubiquitous predators, with evidence of their activity found on all 16 transects. Evidence 

of dingo and fox activity was found on 13 and 12 transects respectively; the transects on which 

dingoes were not recorded did not overlap with transects on which foxes were not recorded, 

which means that there were dingos or foxes or both on every transect. Transect random effects 

were significant in all top-ranking dingo and fox models as well as in most cat models, indicating 

substantial variation in predator activity across the study area beyond that accounted for by the 

fixed effects. 

The camera and spoor datasets varied considerably, both in numbers of observations and in the 

trends they indicated, although there were some clear correlations. Table 4.1 shows summaries 

of the data by vegetation and distance to road for the different datasets. Predator activity was 

generally well described by the different models examined, with the top-ranking models 

explaining 49–96% of the null deviance (Table 4.2).  
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Figure 4.3: Examples of motion-sensor camera sightings of study species, and spoor observed. a) Dingo 
on shrubland road. b) Feral cat in woodland, ~1700 away from road. c) Red fox in woodland, 1950 m 
from road. d) (Larger) dingo and (smaller) cat prints going in opposite directions. e) Fox print. f) Feral 
cat scat showing remains of the Ash-grey mouse (Pseudomys albocinereus). g) Fox scats with remains 
of cat, reptiles, beetles and centipedes in contents. h) Dingo scat with large claw protruding. 
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4.4.1 Dingo activity 

Dingo activity was strongly biased toward roads, with 90% of all dingo observations occurring 

on-road, and observed on-road activity 105 and 261 times the average observed off-road for the 

camera and spoor data respectively. The top-ranking models reflected this, with on/off-road 

status consistently included (Table 4.2). The effect of road proximity, as well as interactions 

between on-road/off-road status and traffic or vegetation could not be tested for the dingo 

camera data as there were too few off-road data points in this dataset (n=4). The camera data 

models indicated greater dingo activity in shrublands, although this would have mainly reflected 

on-road activity — very little of the dingo activity captured in shrublands was away from a road.  

The optimal statistical model for the spoor data identified an effect of road proximity on dingo 

activity that varied with vegetation type. In shrublands the off-road spoor observations were 

generally low and declined with distance from road, with no observations after ~ 1 km from the 

road. In contrast, the off-road spoor activity in woodlands was low but peaked ~ 2.5 km away 

from roads (Figure 4.4a).  

4.4.2 Cat activity 

Cats showed the weakest preference for roads with only 21% of cat observations occurring on 

roads, although the chances of observing cat activity on-road were still 12 and 30 times greater 

than the average off-road, based on the camera and spoor datasets respectively. For cat camera 

data, the top-ranking models indicated a strong effect of distance from road that varied with 

vegetation type: peaks in cat activity were predicted at approximately 1.5 km from roads in 

woodlands, and 2.3 km from roads in shrublands, with cat activity the same or greater than 

corresponding on-road activity (Figure 4.4b). On/off-road status and traffic were both included 

in a minority of top-ranking cat camera models, with large uncertainty around parameter 

estimates.  

The cat spoor data indicated slightly different relationships to the cat camera data. The top-

ranking models indicated a strong, positive association between roads and cat spoor.  However, 

distance to road was not included in the optimal model. Road distance did appear in other top-

ranking models but here no statistically significant interaction with vegetation was apparent. All 

of the top-ranking cat spoor models indicated a positive association with woodlands, contrasting 

with the greater number of cats observed in shrublands on camera.  
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Table 4.1: Summary of predator observations by vegetation type and distance from road, collected via 
a) motion-sensor cameras and b) spoor surveys (scat and print observations combined). 8 transects 
were monitored for each vegetation type in both datasets. 

a) observations on motion-sensor cameras 
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4.4.3 Fox activity 

Three out of the four foxes recorded on camera were on roads and this data set was too small 

for statistical analysis. In contrast, fox spoor was the most abundant out of all the species. On-

road fox spoor records were 150 times more frequent per unit area than off-road records, and 

all of the top-ranking models confirm the strong association between fox spoor and roads. The 

effect of road proximity for off-road fox spoor was similarly strong, with models predicting 

greater fox activity immediately adjacent to roads and again at approximately 2 km away from 

roads, with a relative ‘trough’ in fox activity in between (Figure 4.4c). Fox spoor models indicated 
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greater activity in woodlands, and a negative association with traffic, although uncertainty on 

estimates for the latter are high. 

Table 4.2: Relationships of predator activity to predictor variables in the top-ranking generalised 
additive mixed models for dingo, cat and fox activity, offset by trap-nights or area as appropriate. 
Models were selected using AIC, and the most parsimonious model in each case is shown in bold. 

Response 
variable1 

On-road 
mean 
estimated 
effect 
(s.e.) 

Distance 
to road2 

Vegetation: 
woodland mean 
estimated effect 
(s.e.) 

traffic3 

estimated 
effect 
(s.e.) 

df4  deviance 
explained 
(adj. R2) 

ΔAIC 

Dingo 
sightings on 
camera 

119 (1.7) n/a5 - - 15.92 96%  (0.99) 0.0 

119 (1.7) n/a5 0.2 (108.6) - 15.92 96%  (0.99) 0.01 

119 (1.7) n/a5 - 0.78 (241) 15.96 96%  (0.99) 0.07 

119 n/a5 0.2 (166.5) 1.38 (256) 15.97 96%  (0.99) 0.07 

Dingo spoor 
(100 m 
transect 
segments,  
k6 = 5) 

601 (4.8) spline7  spline 
interaction7 

- 14.65 59%  (0.27) 0.0 

525 (4.7) 8 spline spline interaction -0.91 (3.7) 17.98 62%  (0.31) 0.68 

603 (4.7) spline spline interaction 0.74 (2.7) 16.61 61%  (0.30) 0.79 

Cat 
sightings on 
camera  
(k6 = 4)  

- spline7 spline 
interaction7 

- 9.24 58%  (0.47) 0.0 

0.35 (3.4)  spline spline interaction - 10.39 59%  (0.48) 1.00 

- spline spline interaction 0.77 (2.2) 10.41 58%  (0.49) 1.74 

Cat spoor 
(1000 m 
transect 
segments,  
k6 = 3) 

27.1 (2.1) - 5.9 (1.7) - 8.59 58%  (0.63) 0.0 

127 (3.0)9 - 6.9 (1.8) - 9.69 60%  (0.63) 0.11 

26.2 (2.3) spline 5.9 (1.7) - 9.17 60%  (0.70) 0.30 

123 (3.2)10 spline 6.9 (1.8) - 11.15 62%  (0.70) 0.41 

26.9 (2.1) - 5.7 (1.8) 1.07 (1.6) 9.26 59%  (0.63) 0.59 

127 (3.0)11 - 6.7 (1.8) 1.08 (1.6) 10.36 61%  (0.64) 0.89 

26.0 (2.3) spline 5.7 (1.8) 1.07 (1.6) 10.72 61%  (0.70) 0.89 

123 (3.2)12 spline 6.7 (1.8) 1.08 (1.6) 11.81 63%  (0.70) 0.99 

47.0 (2.5)13 spline 5.7 (1.8) 1.1 (1.6) 11.67 63%  (0.68) 1.23 

Fox spoor 
(100 m 
transect 
segments,  
k6 = 3) 

910 (2.2) spline7 7.2 (1.8) 0.13 (2.7) 10.38 49%  (0.20) 0.00 

788 (2.3)14 spline 7.1 (1.8) 0.05 (4.4) 12.51 50%  (0.22) 0.62 

712 (3.7)15 spline 6.9 (1.9) 0.13 (2.7) 12.38 49%  (0.20) 1.94 

892 (2.2) spline 5.0 (2.0) - 13.1 50%  (0.20) 1.97 

Note: dashes indicate absence of variable in model; n/a indicates a variable that was excluded from models in the model 
selection process due to the data being too sparse for testing this variable. 1: Models are of the form y = e^(intercept + β1*x 
+ β2*x2 …); all parameters and standard errors shown have been backward transformed for interpretability. 2: non-linear 
relationship modelled using thin-plate regression spline (‘spline’). 3: traffic is a continuous variable reported in vehicles per 
day. 4: df= total estimated degrees of freedom 5: The effect of road proximity could not be tested with the dingo camera 
data as there were too few off-road data points. 6: k is the dimension of the basis used to represent the smooth term; it 
determines how ‘flexible’ the smoothing spline is. 7: See Figure 4.4 for predicted splines from optimal models. 8: interaction 
with traffic: traffic effect for on-road locations → 5.7 (s.e. 3.7). 9: interaction with veg: on-road and woodland → -2.1 (s.e. 
4.4). 10: interaction with veg: on-road and woodland → 0.1 (s.e. 4.5). 11: interaction w. veg: on-road and woodland → 0.12 
(s.e. 4.5). 12: interaction w. veg: on-road and woodland → 0.12 (s.e. 4.5). 13: interaction w. traffic: traffic effects on-road → 
0.002 (s.e. 1.5). 14: interaction w. traffic: traffic effect on-road → 6.43 (s.e. 5.1). 15: interaction w. veg: on-road and 
woodland → 1.32 (s.e. 3.2). 
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Figure 4.4: Thin-plate regression spline relationships between predator activity and distance from road 
for the optimal models which included this effect. Points indicate raw data. a) Dingo spoor, showing an 
interaction with vegetation type; c) feral cat camera data, showing an interaction with vegetation type; 
c) red fox spoor data; no interaction with vegetation type was included in the top-ranking models here. 
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4.5 Discussion 

Our results show that roads have a strong influence on the activity of all three predators studied. 

Road effects, either in the form of on-road versus off-road status or road proximity, appeared in 

every top-ranking statistical model. In the majority of cases, on-road predator activity was many 

times greater than off-road activity: findings which correspond with those of Harmsen et al. 

(Harmsen, Foster et al. 2010, Towerton, Penman et al. 2011).  

Out of the species studied, dingo and fox biases toward on-road activity were the strongest, 

whereas cat biases were equivocal. Thus the results for dingoes and foxes support our first 

hypothesis that on-road activity would be greater than off-road activity. This same hypothesis 

holds true for the cat spoor data, but only for woodlands using the cat camera data: in 

shrublands, the activity at ~1600 m away from a road is greater than that predicted on-road. 

These findings mirror a previous study which indicated that while dingoes and foxes tend to walk 

along roads, cats were less likely to (Read and Eldridge 2010).  

Overall our second hypothesis, that activity of the three study predators would be greatest near 

roads and reach a lower ‘background’ level further away was rejected, except in the case of 

dingo activity in shrublands, as indicated by the spoor data, although data points are sparse and 

thus conclusions uncertain. The dingo camera data also suggest such a trend, but the sparsity of 

off-road observations prevented road proximity from being included in the models tested for 

this dataset. For dingoes in shrublands, roads may facilitate access to otherwise relatively 

impenetrable or unattractive vegetation, or simply act as a strong concentrating force: dingo 

activity on shrubland roads was the highest recorded on cameras.  

Plotted predictions of dingo spoor in woodlands, cat camera sightings in both woodlands and 

shrublands, and fox spoor across both vegetation types indicated potential peaks in predator 

activity at distances ~1.5-2.5 km away from roads. If these peaks are real ecological phenomena, 

we are unaware of mechanisms which may explain them. To our knowledge such off-road 

aggregations of species have only been reported once before; for caribou in a boreal ecosystem 

(Fortin, Buono et al. 2013) with no explanation of their underlying mechanisms. Possible 

explanations may include prey aggregations away from roads or increased predator activity at 

territory boundaries, which may be aligned in respect to roads; further research would be 

required to tease these out. However, any interpretation of these results should take into 

consideration that they are based on sparse datasets and thus may not represent actual 

ecological phenomena – rather they may be an artefact of the methodology or an unrecorded 

variable, or may be weak signals with statistical significance but no real ecological meaning.  
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Overall, it is not clear what the ‘background rate’ of activity for any species is, or if in fact such a 

rate exists. Nevertheless, our data suggest that all predators are also active to a degree away 

from roads (except possibly dingoes in shrublands). 

Our third hypothesis, that the effects of roads would be more pronounced in shrublands than 

woodlands, was not consistently supported. The interaction between the effect of road 

proximity and vegetation type in every top-ranking dingo spoor model dataset did provide 

support for this hypothesis and indicated that in shrublands activity is largely restricted to roads, 

whereas there is substantial off-road dingo activity in woodlands. This may mean that dingoes 

move more easily through woodlands than shrublands and that roads facilitate dingo access to 

shrubland areas that they otherwise would not frequent. Cat spoor was observed 121 and 16 

times more frequently per unit area on-road compared with off-road, in shrublands and 

woodlands respectively, also indicating an effect of vegetation on road preference. This stronger 

bias toward use of roads in shrublands was reflected in interactions between on/off-road status 

and vegetation type in some top-ranked models. Similar to dingoes, this may indicate that 

vegetation density at cat height limits permeability for cats in shrublands and that this constraint 

is relieved by the presence of a road which provides ease of movement, and potentially improves 

access to additional hunting grounds. Still, the camera data demonstrate that cats do occur 

relatively frequently in shrublands at great distances from roads, so it is unlikely to be roads 

alone that facilitate their invasion into these areas. For the remaining datasets, there appeared 

to be either only little interaction between vegetation and road effects (cat camera data); an 

interaction effect opposite of that hypothesised, whereby road bias is greater in woodlands (fox 

spoor data), or insufficient off-road data was available to test for the interaction (dingo camera 

data).  

Traffic was low and variable across the study area and generally appeared to be a relatively 

minor predictor with large uncertainty around the estimates of its effects. Where included in 

the top-ranking models, estimates indicated a reduction in dingo and fox activity with increasing 

traffic, suggesting that dingoes and foxes may have a tendency of partially avoiding roads with 

more traffic. The traffic effect is mixed for the cat models. Notwithstanding the substantial 

uncertainty around the estimates, these trends may indicate that cats maximise their activity in 

areas where dingoes minimise theirs; a tendency further supported by the generally lower 

prevalence of cats on roads. Such phenomena, if real, may represent road-mediated spatial 

segregation between apex and mesopredators similar to temporal segregation between cats 

and dingoes observed elsewhere, whereby cats are more abundant and optimise hunting 

behaviour when dingoes are less active (Brook, Johnson et al. 2012).  
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4.5.1 Ecological considerations 

If animal movements can be viewed as tactics to optimise the efficiency with which animals 

exploit their habitats (Brody and Pelton 1989), it certainly appears that the species studied gain 

substantial benefits from road use. Such benefits may include more efficient hunting and travel, 

easier navigation, and access to greater prey abundances attracted to greener near-road 

vegetation caused by greater roadside water availability (James 1999, Klöcker et al. 2006, Avgar, 

Mosser et al. 2013, Doherty, Dickman et al. 2015). However, it is not apparent whether these 

benefits lead to overall increases in numbers of predators or predation pressure in roaded areas, 

or simply an aggregation of activity along roads. 

Concentrations of predator activity along a road can have the effect of increasing direct 

predation pressure on local prey species. It can also result in effective habitat loss or reduction 

in habitat quality where prey species wholly or partly avoid adjacent areas (Brown et al. 1999, 

James et al. 1999). For prey species that persist within the road effect zone, a number of 

physiological detriments can result from the increased predation risk: these include can lead to 

chronic stress, reduced feeding, suppressed breeding and reduced fertility (Avgar et al. 2013, 

Boonstra 2013). High levels of predator activity may also effectively create semi-permeable 

barriers to movement for prey species that are particularly sensitive to predation risk.  

Roads may also provide more direct access to areas where predators do not usually hunt, 

allowing predators to penetrate further into the range of species that may be more sensitive to 

predation than prey species in the predator’s regular habitat (James 1999). This may be the case 

for dingoes in shrublands, and may also explain why foxes and cats (which appear to penetrate 

shrublands far more than dingoes) have been more devastating to small mammals than the 

original dingo populations. Further research would be required to understand the extent and 

consequences of such impacts on prey species.  

This paper has focused on predator activity as a surrogate for predation pressure or risk, and 

not on estimating actual predator abundances. Abundances are often difficult to estimate for 

elusive and often solitary animals (Bengsen, Butler et al. 2011), and abundance measures alone 

may not reflect the full effect of roads. This is because distribution and movement patterns of 

predators may result in encounter rates for prey species that are not directly proportional to 

their densities (Skogland 1991, James 1999). Thus, predator activity may be more useful for 

determining road impacts by acting as an easier to measure surrogate of predation risk in 

different parts of the landscape, whereas abundance may simply indicate average predation 

pressure over a larger area and not reflect important finer-scale changes in predation dynamics.  
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We pooled the data from the different monitoring periods and spoor inspections due to its 

scarceness, and this is consistent with most studies of road effects that do not distinguish 

seasonal effects (e.g. Benítez-López, Alkemade et al. 2010). However differential effects of roads 

during different seasons for some species have been detected (Johnson, Boyce et al. 2005) and 

may be worth further examination in this system too. 

4.5.2 The value of multiple measurement methods 

The two different methodologies largely complemented each other and yielded similar results 

overall. However, some differences between results from camera and spoor data were evident, 

such as the contrasting importance and effects of on/off-road status and road proximity 

observed between camera and spoor data for cats. In addition, the different methodologies 

employed in this study varied substantially in their effectiveness in detecting species activity. In 

contrast with Vine, Crowther et al. (2009) who concluded that cameras were amongst the most 

efficient methods for detecting foxes, our fox camera data were so sparse that they could not 

be analysed at all, although our fox spoor data were the most abundant for all the species. 

Previous work has indicated that animals can detect cameras (Meek, Ballard et al. 2014), and in 

our study foxes may have avoided cameras and/or the human scent that may have remained on 

them. Such differences suggest that the results obtained from one method may not represent 

the whole picture of predator activity in an area.  

Therefore, we argue that it may be worth considering combining multiple methodologies where 

possible, at least until a single best method is identified for that situation. While logistical or 

budgetary constraints might militate against this, in this study the spoor surveys generated a 

substantial amount of useful data while only minimally adding to the time and money that was 

required to service the motion sensor-cameras. Combining methodologies would be particularly 

valuable for predator species which are often cryptic and require large monitoring efforts to 

obtain sufficient data for analysis, as would research into the equivalence of such datasets which 

would allow datasets based on different methods to be combined. These are insights with 

important implications for the field of ecological monitoring in which there is currently a strong 

movement towards the use of motion-sensor cameras to the exclusion of other fauna 

monitoring methods.  

4.5.3 Broader implications for further research and management 

The recent proliferation of literature aimed at understanding and mitigating the environmental 

impacts of infrastructure expansion reflects a burgeoning concern around the rapidity and 
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pervasiveness of this expansion (e.g. Laurance, Peletier-Jellema et al. 2015). Our analysis 

contributes valuable insights into the implications of this trend for both native and invasive 

predators, although further research is required into the consequences of these trends for prey 

species. 

Our study has demonstrated that even unbladed, roads with little or no traffic through open, 

permeable vegetation have significant effects on predator activity, and that these effects may 

extend for a few kilometres into the surrounding vegetation. Although the effects of unsealed 

vehicle tracks may in many cases be smaller than those of large roads, unsealed vehicle tracks 

commonly make up a large component of linear infrastructure networks in relatively intact areas 

(see Chapter 3), and their impacts can still be considerable.  

Options for mitigating impacts of roads include avoiding the creation of new roads in intact 

landscapes and careful consideration of routing for roads that cannot be avoided, to maintain 

large trackless areas where possible. Also, consolidating existing road networks and 

rehabilitating abandoned or unneeded roads, or at least blocking them to encourage passive 

restoration, can help to reduce impacts. Compensatory schemes could require projects that 

entail the creation of new roads to rehabilitate at least an equivalent distance of roads 

elsewhere within that region.  

This investigation also offers insights for species conservation, invasive predator control, and 

monitoring programs. For example, where conservation of a prey species requires predator 

activity to be reduced in an area, rehabilitating roads in that area may be a more effective long-

term strategy than baiting it. Also, if invasive predators in an area are found to frequent roads 

as they do in this study, control programs could be made more strategic by targeting control 

efforts (e.g. baiting or trapping) to roads. Monitoring approaches and management decisions 

based on studies that focus monitoring on or near roads should consider that the results of those 

studies may be based on an unrepresentative picture of fauna activity in the landscape. 

The effects of roads on predator activity in relatively intact landscapes are part of a suite of 

indirect or enigmatic impacts that are not systematically accounted for in impact evaluations 

and that can, in sum, often be worse than the direct impacts of the infrastructure (e.g. habitat 

clearing). Thus these impacts need to be incorporated into cost-benefit analyses and other 

impact evaluations; otherwise they can undermine the potential for successful impact mitigation 

(Raiter, Possingham et al. 2014 (Chapter 2), Laurance, Peletier-Jellema et al. 2015).  
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“Water quantity/quality dimensions of road ecology are lurking giants, awaiting a few 

prescient researchers and leaders”  

— Richard Forman 2015 The Handbook of Road Ecology 
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Chapter 5 builds on the focus on enigmatic impacts developed in Chapter 2, and the emphasis on linear 
infrastructure developed in Chapter 3, to provide another example of enigmatic linear infrastructure 
impacts in the Great Western Woodlands, in addition to the example provided in Chapter 4. Here, the 
focus is on the effects of linear infrastructure on the movement and availability of water within the 
landscape; the main constraint on biological activity in dryland ecosystems. 
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5.1 Abstract 

The extent of roads and other forms of linear infrastructure is burgeoning worldwide, but their 

impacts are not sufficiently understood and thus poorly mitigated. Previous studies have 

identified many potential impacts, including alterations to the hydrological functions and soil 

processes upon which ecosystems depend. However, these impacts have seldom been 

quantified at a regional level, particularly in arid and semi-arid systems where the gap in 

knowledge is the greatest, and impacts potentially among the most severe.  

To explore the effects of extensive track, road, and rail networks on surface hydrology at a 

regional level we assessed over 1000 km of linear infrastructure, including ~300 locations where 

ephemeral streams crossed linear infrastructure, in the largely intact landscapes of Australia’s 

Great Western Woodlands. We found a high level of association between linear infrastructure 

and altered surface hydrology, with erosion and pooling 5 and 6 times as likely to occur on-road 

than off-road on average (1.06 erosional and 0.69 pooling features km-1 on vehicle tracks, 

compared with 0.22 and 0.12 km-1, off-road, respectively). Erosion severity was also greater in 

the presence of tracks. We also found that 98% of linear infrastructure crossings of ephemeral 

streamlines showed some evidence of impact on water movement (flow impedance (62%); 

diversion of flows (73%); flow concentration (76%); and/or channel initiation (31%)). 

Infrastructure type, pastoral land use, culvert presence, soil clay content and erodibility, mean 

annual rainfall, rainfall erosivity, topography and bare soil cover influenced the frequency and 

severity of these impacts. 

We conclude that linear infrastructure can affect ephemeral stream flows and intercept natural 

overland and near-surface flows, artificially changing site-scale moisture regimes, with some 

parts of the landscape becoming abnormally wet and other parts becoming water-starved. In 

addition, linear infrastructure frequently triggers or exacerbates erosion, leading to soil loss and 

degradation. Where linear infrastructure densities are high, their impacts on ecological 

processes are likely to be considerable. Linear infrastructure is widespread across much of this 

relatively intact region, but there remain areas with very low infrastructure densities that need 

to be protected from further impacts. There is substantial scope for mitigating the impacts of 

existing and planned infrastructure developments. 
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5.2 Introduction 

Linear infrastructure such as roads, tracks, railways and pipelines are pervasive features of even 

relatively undisturbed landscapes, and can affect the soil, hydrologic, and biotic processes upon 

which ecosystems depend. However, their impacts on ecological functions and processes within 

these landscapes are not generally well understood, with particularly little quantification of how 

linear infrastructure affects the movement of water across landscapes. Rather, most studies of 

the environmental impacts of linear infrastructure focus on the effects of roads on wildlife and 

on fragmentation of the landscape from a biotic perspective (Duniway, Herrick et al. 2010, 

Wang, Liu et al. 2014). This lack of data has led to predominantly descriptive rather than 

analytical and predictive planning and evaluation of hydro-ecological impacts, limiting the 

development of useful baselines and prognoses of potentially serious impacts (Karlson and 

Mortberg 2015). Indeed, Duniway and Herrick (2013) named linear infrastructure ‘one of the 

most pressing rangeland management concerns in arid and semi-arid lands globally’. 

Hydrologic impacts of linear infrastructure can be subtle but may extend over large areas, well-

beyond the direct infrastructure footprint. They are generally a consequence of excess overland 

flow generated along relatively impermeable and unvegetated road surfaces, and interception 

of stream, overland or subsurface flows from upslope areas (King and Tennyson 1984, 

Montgomery 1994, Duniway and Herrick 2011). Key impacts include erosion and vegetation 

changes due to increased runoff, and altered stream function and downslope starvation due to 

interception of flows by linear infrastructure; each with their own cascading or feedback effects. 

Increased run-off resulting from reduced infiltration into the surfaces of linear infrastructure can 

be a major cause of chronic erosion, both along the linear infrastructure corridor, and 

downslope of it, while some erosion can even move upstream (Montgomery 1994, Ziegler, 

Giambelluca et al. 2001). This is evidenced by erosional rills, pedestals, and terracettes; litter 

movement; and changed soil surface structure, and excess flows can potentially breach road 

edges and flow downslope, initiating channel formation downstream of the road where no 

channel existed naturally (Foster 1986, Montgomery 1994, Pringle 2003, Donaldson, Bennett et 

al. 2004, Switalski, Bissonette et al. 2004, Duniway and Herrick 2011, Duniway and Herrick 2013, 

Katz, Daniels et al. 2014). Excess surface water can also pool in roadway depressions, enter 

subsurface soil profiles and produce minor landslides and slope instability (Montgomery 1994). 

Furthermore, increased water availability in proximity to linear infrastructure has been noted to 

increase vegetation greenness, productivity and fecundity (Lamont, Rees et al. 1994, Lamont, 

Written et al. 1994, Klöcker, Croft et al. 2006). Such phenomena have had flow-on effects on 
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ecological processes, including near-road flowering times, species hybridisation, and herbivory; 

and have also resulted in increased mortality from vehicle collision for herbivores attracted to 

greener near-road vegetation (Lamont, He et al. 2003, Klöcker, Croft et al. 2006).  

Interception of sheetflow (also called Hortonian overland flow) and subsurface flows from 

upslope areas can also cause water to concentrate or pool on linear infrastructure or 

immediately upstream of it, or be laterally redistributed (Montgomery 1994, Luce 2002, 

Switalski, Bissonette et al. 2004, Duniway and Herrick 2011). This can starve downstream areas 

that would have otherwise received the flow, with sometimes severe effects on downstream 

vegetation communities (Duniway and Herrick 2011, Waddell, Thomas et al. 2012). 

Water flow in streams can also be altered through impeding, concentrating, channelling, and/or 

intercepting of water by linear infrastructure, with consequences for their functional health and 

stability and for soil and organic matter movement (King and Tennyson 1984, Montgomery 

1994, Donaldson, Bennett et al. 2004). Impacts can vary depending on the position of the 

infrastructure relative to the stream and the existence and design of windrows, parallel ditches, 

culverts, mitre drains (used to channel runoff away from a road; also called spoon drains or 

offshoot drains), armouring and other best practice provisions (see Office of Environment and 

Heritage 2012 for more details). Excess overland runoff on linear infrastructure can also enter 

streams, changing flow regimes far downslope. While the effect of additional flows may be 

positive for some streams, artificially high flows can also cause significant downstream erosion 

and gully incision, particularly given highly erosive, high-velocity flows that may result from on-

road runoff generation (Wemple, Jones et al. 1996, Luce 2002).  

These different effects of linear infrastructure on hydrological processes can result in feedbacks 

or synergistic interactions with other stressors that further degrade the hydrological integrity of 

a landscape. For example, reduced vegetation productivity in areas starved of sheetflow 

provides less protection of soil surfaces from UV and raindrop impacts, leading to soil crusting 

and reduced infiltration and hence further diminishing the available water in that area (Duniway 

and Herrick 2011). Similarly, a dense network of linear infrastructure in a catchment can act 

synergistically with other activities facilitated by that infrastructure, such as reduced vegetation 

cover following timber harvesting, producing larger and higher energy flows, with increased 

erosion and soil loss (Bruijnzeel and Vertessy 2004). 

Impacts of linear infrastructure will also be influenced by the characteristics of the environment 

which they pass through (King and Tennyson 1984, Wemple, Jones et al. 1996, Katz, Daniels et 

al. 2014, Webb, Herrick et al. 2014). Rainfall (both annual average and storm intensities), 
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topography, soils, vegetation cover, and land use all affect the water availability within a 

landscape and its fate following precipitation, such as the proportion that infiltrates rather than 

flows overland, and the development of sheetflow relative to stream networks (Montgomery 

1994, Luce 2002, Donaldson, Bennett et al. 2004, Huang, Wang et al. 2013). Beyond 

environmental factors, linear infrastructure type, location, orientation to slope, density, and 

design (e.g. surface material, width, fill, windrows, side-ditches, cutslope), can all affect the type 

and degree of impacts (King and Tennyson 1984, Wemple, Jones et al. 1996, Bilodeau, Doré et 

al. 2007, Duniway and Herrick 2013, Huang, Wang et al. 2013, Pechenick, Rizzo et al. 2014, Wang, 

Liu et al. 2014).  

In this paper we present a regional-level evaluation of the effects of linear infrastructure on 

surface and near-surface hydrology. We aim to characterise and quantify the range of impacts 

observed in in the semi-arid landscapes of south-western Australia’s Great Western Woodlands, 

and to identify underlying drivers of these impacts. The 16 million hectare Great Western 

Woodlands is the largest intact temperate woodland left on Earth and a region of global 

biodiversity significance (Watson, Judd et al. 2008). It is also the driest temperate area in the 

world in which extensive tracts of woodland occur (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). To achieve this, 

we used a combination of field-based assessments and GIS techniques to test the following 

hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: Indications of altered water movement (erosion and pooling frequency, and 

erosion severity) are associated with linear infrastructure. 

Hypothesis 2: The probability that linear infrastructure will impact on ephemeral streams 

increases with level of engineering of the infrastructure, for each of the following categories of 

impact: 

a) flow impedance 

b) flow diversion (away from natural course) 

c) flow concentration 

d) stream channel initiation (as a result of flow concentration or diversion). 

We also aimed to quantify the regional extent of infrastructure impacts on surface hydrological 

processes in the GWW, and identify options for mitigating those impacts. 
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5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Study area 

The GWW is situated in the interzone between the mesic south-west corner of Western 

Australia, and the continent’s arid interior (Figure 5.1). The GWW comprises a mosaic of 

vegetation types and landforms including salt lakes, banded ironstone formations, and rock 

outcrops. The landscape is ancient, deeply weathered, and very subdued except around banded 

ironstone formations, with shrublands typically occurring in higher parts of the landscape on 

deep sands, and woodlands predominating on lower parts of the landscape on red clay or duplex 

(loam over clay) soils (Burnside, Holm et al. 1995, Berry, Keith et al. 2010, Prober, Thiele et al. 

2012). The region is semi-arid, with mean annual averages ranging from approximately 400 mm 

in the south-west to 200 mm in the north-east and highly variable rainfall. Rainfall is winter-

dominant in the south-west where the climate merges into a Mediterranean climate, but this 

pattern declines toward the northeast where average winter and summer rainfalls are similar.  

Water availability is probably the dominant driver of vegetation productivity in the GWW, and 

there is strong edaphic and topographic control of vegetation community and structure 

(Burnside, Holm et al. 1995, Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). The GWW has low levels of soil 

compaction and abundant ant and termite fauna; features which generally promote soil water 

infiltration (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). 

The GWW has largely escaped broad-scale clearing for agriculture because of its limited water 

resources and historical circumstances (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). Still, many parts have 

experienced impacts of human activities and exotic species invasions. The rich legacy of mineral 

production and timber extraction from the area has created an extensive network of roads, 

tracks, pipelines and railways. Extensive cattle and sheep pastoralism, covering 30% of the area, 

has reduced the abundance of more palatable shrubs, damaged biological soil crusts, increased 

soil compaction and reduced infiltration resulting in increased overland water flow and soil 

erosion, particularly around watering points (Burnside, Holm et al. 1995).  

5.3.2 Assessment method 

Field observations were made along over 1,000 km of linear infrastructure and undisturbed 

vegetation in the western half of the GWW. The study route was designed as part of the 

methodology for related studies, and extensively traversed a large portion of the GWW and 

encompassed a broad range of vegetation and soil types, landforms, and different types of linear 

infrastructure. Qualitative and quantitative observations were focused on identifying instances 
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of altered, enhanced, or reduced water movement (Figure 5.2). All assessments were conducted 

by KR, with discussion and input from F. Westcott for 97% of observations. 

 
Figure 5.1: Study area, the western portion of the Great Western Woodlands of south-western 
Australia, showing study routes for the ‘erosion and pooling’ and the ‘drainage crossing’ assessments 

5.3.3 Erosion and pooling assessment 

To examine the impact of linear infrastructure on landscape surface water movement 

(hypothesis 1), we recorded erosional and pooling features along 101 km of standard gauge 

railway, 340 km of graded, unsealed roads, 377 km of major tracks (bladed unsealed roads) and 

217 km of minor tracks (unbladed vehicle tracks often consisting of two wheel ruts through 
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largely undisturbed vegetation, or previously bladed tracks that have degraded to ‘two wheel 

rut’ condition). Recordings were made while driving at speeds of generally less than 40 km hr-1, 

with on-foot examinations where required. Examples of each type of linear infrastructure are 

presented in Appendix 5.1. We also walked through undisturbed vegetation along sixteen off-

road transects averaging 7 km each and making up 110 km in total, to constitute an off-linear-

infrastructure control. Each transect consisted of walking perpendicular to a road to a pre-

specified point 3-5 km away and then returning, taking care to avoid the outbound track. 

We recorded coordinates of all water-erosional features and sites where pooling was evident 

(even if water was not present at the time of observation) using handheld GPS units. Erosion 

features were classified into one of four categories on the following scale of severity, adapted 

from Tongway and Ludwig (2010): 1) rill to 5 cm deep, >2m long; 2) rill to 15 cm deep, >10 m 

long; 3) rills to 30 cm deep, > 20 m long, 4) gullies deeper than 30 cm. Locations were recorded 

where the road surface had been actively maintained and thus concealed erosion and pooling, 

where a road had been rerouted to avoid severe and unnavigable pooling and erosion, or where 

road engineering had taken place to address severe pooling (i.e. filling in depressions with gravel 

or sand). In addition, pastoral tenure and evidence of feral cattle grazing (e.g. cattle prints, 

droppings, or live sightings) outside of pastoral tenure were recorded, leading to three grazing 

categories in the erosion and pooling assessments: ungrazed, pastoral-grazed, and feral-grazed. 

Lastly, stretches of road where bare ground and erosional pedestals and terracettes indicated 

the existence of sheetflow intersected by the infrastructure were also recorded. This assessment 

occurred in July 2014. 

5.3.4 Drainage crossings assessments 

Linear infrastructure impacts on drainage crossings (hypothesis 2) were assessed across 304 

observed or suspected drainage crossings along a total of 101 km of railway, 81.3 km of sealed 

roads (including a highway), 341 km of unsealed road, 375 km of major track and 217 km of 

minor track. This assessment occurred over 3 trips to the area: in October 2012, March-April 

2014, and July 2014. The 2012 trip comprised a pilot study, to identify the range and occurrence 

of impacts to surface hydrology. This information was used to design the final study and 

classification system for the various types of impact with observations incorporated into the 

final dataset where possible. Prior to field assessment, potential drainage crossings were 

marked out by intersecting the route map with two hydrography datasets supplied by the 

Western Australian Department of Water (“Hydrography, Linear” and “Hydrography, Linear 

(hierarchy)”). The datasets were based on topographic information and had variable positional  
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Figure 5.2: Examples of linear infrastructure impacts on surface water hydrology. a) Gully erosion along 
a track caused by large amounts of fast-moving water produced on-road during rainfall events and/or 
intercepted from upslope overland or subsurface flows. b) A track that is lower than the surrounding 
ground level has become a drainage channel. c) Three locations 400 m apart along a track where 
sheetflow from upslope (right of image) appears to have been intercepted by the track, and 
concentrated into the three drainage outfalls indicated by the arrows. The arrows also show the 
direction of flow. Vegetation on the downslope (left) side of the track in the lower part of the image 
appears sparse and may be suffering from water starvation. d) A small eroded channel initiated by a 
track along which water movement is evident. There is no channel upslope of the track. e) Pooling along 
a track has created an unnatural water source which has attracted emus (Dromaius novaehollandiae). 
Wildlife attracted to water along infrastructure are at greater risk of road mortality, and increasing the 
temporal availability of water for fauna may cause other ecological changes. f) A windrow on the 
upslope side of a track which intercepted sheetflow and caused upslope pooling, until the windrow was 
breached and the water flowed onto the track – now in a concentrated fashion. g) Large area of pooling 
along a track. Such pools can stay wet for many days after the surrounding landscape has dried. Such 
obstructions to traffic often cause drivers to create alternative vehicle tracks to drive around, causing 
further disturbance and increasing the total road footprint. In this case the detour track is also flooded 
and additional detour tracks may result. Images: A, B, D, E, F: K. Raiter. C: Google Earth. G: Carl Gosper. 
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accuracy and completeness, due to limited data availability and course resolution scales. During 

the study, all pre-marked intersections were assessed, as well as any additional natural or 

constructed drainage lines that were encountered along the route. 

The impact classification system was adapted from Duniway and Herrick (2011), the ephemeral 

drainage-line assessment protocol of Tongway and Hindley (2004; a component of landscape 

functional analysis), and the concept of channel initiation described by Montgomery (1994). The 

ephemeral drainage-line assessment evaluates the stability of ephemeral drainage lines as a key 

indicator of their status and that of the surrounding area, based on the premise that functional 

landscapes self-organise to conserve and utilise scarce resources (Tongway and Ludwig 2010).  

At each drainage crossing, we performed a rapid assessment of impacts on water flow on each 

side of the road using evidence of water pooling and movement in ground surface morphology 

(e.g. existence of rills, depressions, and channels), vegetation and litter. Impacts were classified 

as i) flow impedance, ii) flow diversion, iii) flow concentration, and/or channel initiation. Areas 

upstream of linear infrastructure were regarded as controls for comparison with areas 

downstream, except where the streamline immediately upstream from the infrastructure was 

affected by it (e.g. pooling upstream of road, undercutting of upstream bank, earthworks). 

Where this exception occurred we walked upstream to find a suitable ‘control’ area. 

We recorded type of linear infrastructure, general vegetation type, flow direction, existence of 

culverts and any other engineered solutions to address potential hydrological flow issues, along 

with descriptions of the stream channel and grazing status. Photographs were taken for later 

comparison and verification.  

We also conducted detailed drainage-line assessments on two case-study streams selected to 

characterise impacts, following Tongway and Hindley (2004). In these, stream segments were 

classified based on eight indicators of stability, including cross-sectional shape of channel, 

longitudinal profile, and vegetation on channel floors and walls. For each segment, an index of 

drainage-line stability was calculated using an indicator scoring table.  

5.3.5 Analysis 

We compiled a spatial database of the observations of erosion, pooling, and ephemeral stream 

crossings on ArcGIS 10.2 for desktop. To calculate topographic wetness and focal median 

topographic slope for each observation, we used ~30 m resolution data derived from 

hydrologically conditioned and drainage enforced 1 arc second digital elevation models (DEM-

H), produced from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (derived hydrological version 1.0) and 
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provided by Geosciences Australia. We also calculated localised area depression by subtracting 

the average elevation for the surrounding neighbourhood of 25 cells from the elevation at each 

point, using bilinear interpolation. We extracted the following data from the Atlas of Living 

Australia (available at http://spatial.ala.org.au): annual mean rainfall and evaporation, rainfall 

seasonality and erosivity, soil clay percentage, soil coarse fragments, soil erodibility, soil water 

holding capacity, geology, average runoff, topographic roughness, enhanced vegetation 

condition index, normalised difference vegetation index and bare soil percentage. Further 

information on all the covariates used in the analysis is presented in Appendix 5.2. 

To quantify the frequency of erosion and pooling features in relation to the paths assessed, we 

created 1110, 1 km segments of the study route and counted the number of erosional and 

pooling features observed along each fragment using Geospatial Modelling Environment 

(Version 0.7.3.0 Beyer 2012), with manual checks and adjustments at intersections and corners.  

Where multiple erosional features were observed within a distance of 150 m, they were 

recorded as one feature as it was not always possible to distinguish between adjacent features. 

We also excluded all observations where the road surface had been recently graded and/or 

otherwise maintained, as erosional or pooling features would have been obscured. As a 

consequence, all of the railways, and (sealed and unsealed) roads were excluded from the 

erosion and pooling frequency and erosion severity analyses, leaving only minor and major 

tracks. We excluded 19 sites from the drainage crossings analysis where a stream had been 

mapped but there was no on-ground evidence for its existence. 

Prior to the statistical analysis, data exploration was carried out by box and scatterplots, to 

assess the presence of outliers and investigate relationships between variables. Relationships 

between covariates were assessed using Pearson correlation coefficients, and combinations of 

highly collinear covariates were avoided in the analysis. The collinear covariates ‘Solum average 

median clay content’, ‘soil erodibility’, and ‘soil water holding capacity’ were thus not included 

in the same analysis. In the final conditional inference trees, ‘Solum average median clay 

content’ was included in the analysis of pooling and erosion frequency and flow impedance, and 

‘soil water holding capacity’ was included in the analysis of erosion severity, flow diversion, 

concentration, and channel initiation. 

We tested the hypotheses using classification and regression trees; a non-parametric machine-

learning statistical analysis technique in which the predictor space is recursively partitioned and 

a simple prediction model is fitted within each partition. Classification and regression trees do 

not impose linearity, automatically model interactions among predictors, and can be 

http://spatial.ala.org.au/
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represented graphically as decision trees, allowing easy interpretation (James, Witten et al. 

2013).  

We created conditional inference trees using the method of Hothorn et al. (2006), in the ‘party’ 

package (available at http://party.r-forge.r-project.org) performed in R software (version 3.1.2, 

R Core Team 2015). This procedure uses random permutations to perform conditional tests of 

independence for each covariate, in determining whether or not to continue splitting the 

variable space - and if so, which covariate has the strongest association to the dependant 

variable, producing the optimal binary split for each node. The conditional inference tree 

approach is advantageous over more traditional classification and regression trees as it uses a 

statistical approach to recursive partitioning which takes into account the distributional 

properties of the measures and thus removes selection bias towards covariates with many 

possible splits. Conditional inference trees also use statistical stopping rules (e.g. p<0.05) which 

avoid overfitting and the need for cross-validation and pruning, as well removing the reliance 

on a difficult to interpret threshold of ‘impurity’ which traditional classification and regression 

trees use. For each part of the hypotheses, conditional inference trees were first produced using 

only infrastructure type as the predictor, and then with the full suite of potential predictors 

included. The stopping criterion and significance threshold for the conditional independence 

tests was set at p = 0.05. We also used the Welch Two-sample T test in R (base package) to test 

for differences between on-road and off-road frequencies of erosion and pooling. 

An additional analysis using boxplots and ANOVAs was performed to test for possible 

compounding of the effects of linear infrastructure and grazing (Appendix 5.3). This analysis 

concluded that grazing (both feral and pastoral) was consistently associated with more frequent 

and severe erosion within linear infrastructure categories, as was pooling in most cases. Thus 

both grazing and linear infrastructure were included as independent variables in all of the 

analyses.  

Lastly, we used a quantification of linear infrastructure across the study area (see Chapter 3) to 

estimate total erosional and pooling features within the region, and linear infrastructure 

crossings of ephemeral streamlines in which flow impedance, diversion, concentration or 

channel initiation impacts are likely. The quantification combined 23 unique existing datasets of 

linear infrastructure and further digitised unmapped disturbance features that were visible in 

aerial imagery across 24 stratified near-random sample areas and is further described in Chapter 

3. These estimates were based on the erosion, pooling and ephemeral stream crossing impact 

rates observed, and did not take into account environmental predictor variables. 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Erosion and pooling frequency, and erosion severity (hypothesis 1) 

We recorded 808 erosional features and 476 pooling features along the 1145 km study route. 

Of these, 652 erosional features and 368 pooling features were on tracks, and 39 and 15 were 

observed off-road, respectively. The presence of linear infrastructure emerged as a major factor 

in determining their occurrence, with an average of 1.06 erosional features per kilometre on-

road compared with an average of 0.22 erosional features per kilometre off-road (Welch T-test: 

t=-11.4, p<0.0001). Similarly, an average of 0.69 pooling features per kilometre were observed 

on-road compared with 0.12 off-road (Welch T-test: t=-9.8, p<0.0001). Due to regular 

maintenance on railways and roads, this assessment was limited to comparing major and minor 

tracks, and off-road areas.  

Erosion frequency 

The conditional inference tree identified significant relationships between erosion and several 

covariates (Figure 5.3a). The tree groups sites into categories with statistically similar expected 

frequencies of erosional features, using values or levels of the key drivers of erosion frequency, 

as identified by the tree-building (recursive partitioning) process. Erosion was primarily 

determined by grazing status, with erosion significantly more likely to occur in areas either under 

grazing tenure, or where feral cattle occur. In ungrazed areas, the presence of linear 

infrastructure was the next determinant of erosion frequency, followed (in the presence of 

linear infrastructure) by areas with greater topographic slope, average annual precipitation, and 

soil clay proportion, which all significantly increased the expected frequency of erosional 

features. There was no significant difference between the frequency of erosional features 

between major and minor tracks. 

Pooling frequency 

Pooling was firstly determined by average annual rainfall, with greater frequency of pooling in 

wetter areas (rain ≥277 mm; Figure 5.4b). The type of linear infrastructure was the next most 

significant determinant of pooling frequency, although the breakdown varied: in drier areas, 

major tracks had significantly more pooling than both minor tracks and off-road areas combined. 

In contrast, in wetter areas, major and minor tracks both predicted significantly higher pooling 

than off-road areas. Pooling along major tracks in drier areas was more frequent where the soil 

clay proportion was greater than 30%, and otherwise increased with slope. Pooling along minor 

tracks and in off-road areas in drier areas (rain ≤277 mm) was again partitioned by soil clay 

proportion: greater soil clay content predicted more frequent pooling. 
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Figure 5.3: Conditional inference trees showing the interactive effects of the main variables that explain 
some of the impacts of linear infrastructure on surface hydrology in the Great Western Woodlands. The 
trees show the grouping of sites into categories with statistically similar expected values of the response 
variable, using values or levels of the key predictor variables, as identified by the tree-building 
(recursive partitioning) process. Box and whisker plots show median and range of predictions for each 
prediction category. a) Regression tree of key predictors of erosional feature frequency in the 
landscape: Two erosional features per km are predicted where there is either pastoral tenure (Y) or 
evidence of feral cattle (F). Where evidence of grazing is not apparent (0), linear infrastructure presence 
is the next predictor, with a median of zero erosional features where there is no infrastructure (offrd). 
In the presence of infrastructure (i.e. major tracks – maj.t and minor tracks – min.t), topographic slope 
(slope), average annual precipitation (rain), and soil clay proportion (clay) all significantly increase the 
expected frequency of erosional features. b) Regression tree showing the key predictors of pooling 
frequency within the landscape: here rainfall is the primary predictor with more pooling in areas that 
receive average annual precipitation over 277 mm per year; infrastructure type (inf) again is the 
secondary predictor: in wetter areas, there is a clear differentiation between both major and minor 
tracks and off-road areas, with the latter having significantly lower pooling frequencies. In drier areas 
major tracks have a significantly higher pooling frequency than either minor tracks or off-road areas, 
but soil clay content and slope moderate predicted frequencies. 
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Erosion severity 

Erosion severity was higher in the presence of tracks (p=0.007); the median on-road severity had 

a scale of 2 (rill to 15 cm deep, >10 m long) whereas the median off-road severity had a scale of 

1 (rill to 5 cm deep, 2-10 m long), however, the effect of linear infrastructure on erosion severity 

only emerged as significant when this was tested for alone. The conditional inference tree 

analysis identified slope, soil erodibility and bare soil percentage as sufficiently explaining the 

variation observed in the data, and the tree was not grown further based on statistical stopping 

rules (Appendix 5.4, Figure A5.4.1). 

5.4.2 Drainage crossings (hypothesis 2) 

Out of 285 drainage crossings assessed over 1119 km of linear infrastructure: 176 (62%) showed 

signs of flow impedance, 209 (73%) showed diversion of flows, 219 (76%) showed concentration 

of flows, and 88 (31%) showed channel initiation. Regarding design and construction attributes, 

113 had culverts; 4 had flattened windrows; 112 had mitre drains; 5 had armoured pools, and 5 

had road diversions. Two of the culverts observed were blocked with sediment. On one stretch 

of road, we found three examples where culverts have been installed where there was no flow, 

whereas the actual streamlines (often within 1km away) had no culverts and were blocked by 

the road. 

5.4.2.1 Impedance of flows at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2a) 

Type of linear infrastructure was the key driver determining the occurrence of flow impedance, 

with the most engineered infrastructure type (railway) associated with a higher probability of 

flow impedance, particularly in lower rainfall areas (Figure 5.4a).  

5.4.2.2 Diversion of flows at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2b) 

Flow diversion was found to be more probable at linear infrastructure crossings where culverts 

occurred — primarily railways, sealed roads, and some unsealed roads. Annual average rainfall 

was the next key driver, showing a significant interaction with culvert presence (Appendix 5.4 

Figure A5.4.2).  

5.4.2.3 Flow concentration at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2c) 

Flow concentration was the most frequently observed impact of linear infrastructure on 

ephemeral drainage lines. The classification tree based on type of linear infrastructure alone 

showed a stronger association between flow concentration and railways, sealed roads, unsealed 
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roads and major tracks, compared to minor tracks. In the tree derived from the broader variable 

set, rainfall emerged as the primary determinant of flow concentration which was more likely 

where rainfall is lower (≤263 mm, p=0.012) (Figure 5.4b). In lower-rainfall areas, the probability 

of observing flow concentration is highest where there is a culvert, and lowest where the 

fractional cover of bare soil is low (≤28%, p=0.019).  

  
Figure 5.4: Conditional inference classification trees showing the interactive effects of the main 
variables a) classification tree showing the probability of observing flow impedance at a linear 
infrastructure crossing of an ephemeral streamline: railways (rail) have a greater likelihood of causing 
impedance than other infrastructure types, particularly where average annual rainfall is lower than 262 
mm. b) classification tree showing probabilities of observing flow concentration at a linear 
infrastructure crossing of an ephemeral streamline: flows are more likely to be concentrated when they 
are lower to begin with (as indicated by average annual precipitation), where there is a culvert (culvert), 
and greater proportion bare soil (baresoil). 

5.4.2.4 Channel initiation at drainage crossings (hypothesis 2d) 

Railways were strongly associated with new channel initiation (p<0.001). Minor tracks were the 

least likely to initiate new channels, followed by major tracks. Overall, culvert presence was the 

primary driver of new channel formation (all railway crossings had culverts). Further exploration 

revealed that if culvert presence was removed from the equation, railways emerged as the 

primary driver, with rainfall erosivity as the secondary driver (Appendix 5.4, Figure A5.4.3).  

5.4.2.5 Ephemeral drainage line assessments of case examples 

The ephemeral drainage line assessments provided further information on how linear 

infrastructure impacts on hydrology and stream stability can manifest. Figure 5.5a shows an 

instance where interception and diversion of sheetflow from upslope, combined with excess on-

road water, have breached the road zone at a low point and produced an eroded, unstable 

drainage line. Figure 5.5b shows an existing stream that is largely stable upstream from a track, 

but  very  unstable  on  and  downstream  from  it, with some upstream  advancement  of  erosion 
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Figure 5.5: Ephemeral drainage-line assessment case studies. a) A new channel initiated by latitudinal 
redistribution of sheetflow from the upslope area, excess water generated by poor infiltration and/or 
flow concentration and channelling on and by the track. b) a stream in which flows from a track were 
concentrated and caused chronic erosion downstream of the road and for a shorter distance upstream. 

from the track. This scenario is likely caused by concentration of flows along and by the track, 

and may also have been exacerbated by cattle that have often been observed along tracks in 

this area, which is a pastoral station. 
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5.4.3 Significance of impacts across the study area 

Raiter et al. (unpublished data; see Chapter 3) estimated that a total of 149, 820 km of linear 

infrastructure exist in the GWW, of which 138,311 km are major or minor tracks. Assuming that 

there is consistency in the formation of such features (i.e. not accounting the effects of 

environmental variables), we estimate that approximately 146,000 erosional features (95% conf. 

int.: 135,000–158,000) and 96,000 pooling features (95% conf. int.: 84,000–107,000) would 

occur along this length of tracks. We could not calculate the corresponding figure for roads and 

railways due to regular maintenance of these types of linear infrastructure (which would have 

obscured evidence of altered water movement and hence led us to exclude them from the 

analysis). Based on observed rates, we further estimate that there may be approximately 38,000 

linear infrastructure crossings of ephemeral streamlines, of which flow impedance would occur 

at approximately 24,000 sites; flow diversion at 28,000 sites and flow concentration at 29,000 

sites, along with 12,000 instances of new channel initiation.  

5.5 Discussion 

We found that alterations in surface water movement associated with linear infrastructure are 

numerous and pervasive, even in a relatively flat landscape that receives low rainfall and is dry 

for most of the year. These impacts have important consequences given that water availability 

is the main constraint on biological activity in arid and semi-arid ecosystems, which cover more 

than a third of the Earth’s land surface area (Nielsen and Ball 2015).  

Linear infrastructure is a major driver of erosion and pooling (confirming hypothesis 1), with 

erosion and pooling five and six times more likely to occur on-road than off-road, respectively. 

Erosion severity was also significantly greater in the presence of linear infrastructure. These 

findings are consistent with other research that has pointed to a strong association between 

road networks, erosion, and surface water magnification in a variety of environments (Jones, 

Swanson et al. 2000, Duniway, Herrick et al. 2010, Duniway and Herrick 2013, Keshkamat, 

Tsendbazar et al. 2013).  

Also in agreement with the literature (Jones, Swanson et al. 2000, Duniway and Herrick 2011, 

Katz, Daniels et al. 2014), we found that linear infrastructure has widespread impacts on 

ephemeral streamflows, with some alteration to flows observed in 98% of cases where 

infrastructure crosses a streamline. Some or all of the more engineered types of linear 

infrastructure (in descending order - railway, sealed road, unsealed road, major tracks and minor 

tracks) had stronger associations with flow impedance, diversion and concentration, as well as 
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channel initiation, compared to less-engineered infrastructure, confirming the second 

hypothesis. However, even the less-engineered types of linear infrastructure caused some 

impacts in the vast majority of cases.  

Impedance of flows and channel initiation were most strongly associated with railway crossings; 

a result that has not been reported in the literature, although mitigation of hydrological impacts 

of railways has started to be considered in practice (e.g. Fortescue Metals Group Ltd 2008, 

Bangladesh Railway 2015). Flow diversion and concentration were most strongly associated with 

the presence of a culvert; an attribute of linear infrastructure that has a greater level of 

engineering, including all railway crossings, most sealed roads, some unsealed roads, and 

occasional track crossings. These associations are most likely due to the changes in surface 

morphology and infrastructure height relative to ground level of these more engineered types 

of linear infrastructure, and highlight the fact that while road engineering designs such as ditches 

and culverts are essential for allowing flows to cross linear infrastructure, they can still alter 

streamflows in a variety of ways.  

The case studies exemplified some of the impacts observed and highlighted the likelihood of 

multiple road impacts (e.g. poor infiltration and sheetflow interception) acting in synergy to 

effect changes that extend far beyond the linear infrastructure corridor. Such interactions have 

been described by others such as Duniway and Herrick (2011).  

Similarly, the additional analysis of grazing as a driving factor for erosion and pooling elucidates 

the fact that linear infrastructure is not the only anthropogenic driver of changes in surface and 

near-surface hydrology in the area. Pastoral and feral grazing are also important drivers of 

changes, and grazing and linear infrastructure may have synergistic effects, as has been found 

for grazing and linear infrastructure impacts on vegetation change by Okayasu, Muto et al. 

(2007). Interactions (both synergistic and antagonistic) between grazing and linear 

infrastructure impacts on hydrologic processes have not been demonstrated to date in the 

literature, although such interactions have been hypothesised to occur, and can result in 

ecological tipping points being reached  (Burnside, Holm et al. 1995, Bestelmeyer, Okin et al. 

2015).   

Linear infrastructure impacts may also interact synergistically with other global changes. For 

example, where linear infrastructure intercepts and/or diverts overland sheetflow and this has 

an aridifying effect downslope, this effect may exacerbate any impacts of drying and increases 

of temperature that may occur as a result of climate change. Such climate chance impacts are 

likely to occur in the GWW in the next half-century (Prober, Thiele et al. 2012), as well as in other 
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semi-arid regions such as in the Mediterranean Basin and Mexico (Miranda, Armas et al. 2011, 

Herrera-Pantoja and Hiscock 2015). Interactions are also likely to occur between the effects of 

linear infrastructure on landscape hydrology and the intensification of the hydrologic cycle in 

other regions, such as the Colorado Plateau (Zelikova, Housman et al. 2012), with a range of 

ramifications for other ecological processes.  

5.5.1 Management and policy implications 

To our knowledge, this study is the first to characterise and quantify the broad-scale impacts of 

linear infrastructure networks on surface and near-surface hydrology of a semi-arid region. This 

work has global relevance given the large areas of water-limited environments on earth, and the 

ubiquity and rapid expansion of linear infrastructure more generally. The estimated 335,000 

occurrences of linear infrastructure impact on surface water movement projected for the GWW 

are substantial (albeit an underestimate, due to the exclusion of regularly maintained types of 

linear infrastructure from the erosion and pooling analysis), and similar situations are likely to 

be unfolding in other areas worldwide.  

Such impacts are rarely accounted for in impact evaluations, despite important ramifications for 

water availability, soil, nutrient and organic matter conservation, ecosystem productivity, 

dependent vegetation and affected fauna (Duniway and Herrick 2011, Raiter, Possingham et al. 

2014). Still, there is substantial scope for mitigating these impacts by limiting linear 

infrastructure networks, integrating understandings of hydrological impacts into planning of 

linear infrastructure developments, and implementing hydrologically considerate design 

principles. Further research is also important to better understand the ecological consequences 

of the hydrological impacts reported here and potential interactions with other change drivers, 

and develop strategies to mitigate them.  

Firstly, the extent of linear infrastructure networks and their impacts can be managed in a 

number of ways. Hydrological impacts need to be incorporated as comprehensively as possible 

into environmental impact evaluations, impact assessments, and land-use or conservation 

plans. Developments likely to cause unacceptable impacts should be avoided, and the 

proliferation of linear infrastructure networks should be controlled in general. This is particularly 

important for managing the cumulative impacts of multiple developments, such as unsealed 

vehicle tracks, which may be by far the most numerous in the landscape. Although vehicle tracks 

are commonly perceived to create only minor or negligible impacts, this study has demonstrated 

that hydrological impacts can be prevalent along them. Regulations or other measures could be 

effective in limiting track development in some cases, such as may be the case with ‘good 
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neighbour’ policies on pastoral tenure in the GWW (see Chapter 3). Impacts resulting from new 

linear infrastructure developments that are approved could be offset with strategic 

consolidation of existing linear infrastructure networks (such as rehabilitation of unused vehicle 

tracks) where possible to complement such efforts. Rehabilitation of unused tracks and roads 

may also form an essential part of soil conservation or erosion mitigation programs in grazed 

landscapes. The type of linear infrastructure planned should also be appropriate for its use; for 

example, forcing the traffic volume that travels on a major highway onto a minor track could 

actually increase rather than decrease hydrological impacts. Similarly, the absence of paved 

roads in many parts of Central Asia, the Middle East, and South America often forces drivers to 

create multiple, quasi-parallel dirt roads with far greater impacts than a single paved road would 

have had (Keshkamat, Tsendbazar et al. 2012).  

Secondly, the methodology presented here could be used to improve planning of linear 

infrastructure networks within a landscape, by elucidating the key environmental drivers of 

hydrological impacts for use in impact mitigation. Risk maps could be created to identify parts 

of landscapes with the greatest likelihood of hydrological impacts (e.g. areas with greatest 

slopes or more erodible soil), and linear infrastructure could be aligned on routes that minimise 

these potential impacts. Likewise, track rehabilitation programs, as mentioned above, could be 

prioritised according to these risk maps.  

Next, hydrologically considerate linear infrastructure design and engineering (or retrofitting) are 

critical for minimizing the hydrological impacts of linear infrastructure. Components of 

hydrological considerate linear infrastructure design are covered in some road planning manuals 

(e.g. Engineering and Technology Division 2010, Roadway Engineering Group 2014) and 

individual projects (e.g. Aquaterra 2009), but further development and more widespread 

implementation of such practices are needed.  

Hydrologically considerate protocols need to consider the type, drainage, and orientation of 

infrastructure; the infrastructure elevation relative to ground level, ditches; windrows (built-up 

material on the edge of bladed or graded roads), and associated earthworks. Culverts should be 

installed frequently where appropriate and be constructed to ensure that channel width and 

elevation change are as consistent with the natural channel as possible, and/or floodways 

should be used where feasible, to minimise flow impedance and concentration. Culverts need 

to be positioned appropriately and may need to be unblocked regularly; outflows should include 

erosion protection devices and where appropriate be wide to encourage any concentrated flows 

to become sheetflow and prevent stream channel initiation (Office of Environment and Heritage 

2012).  
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Flow diversion and stream destabilisation could be reduced by draining roads away from a 

crossing to prevent a build-up of erosive on-road flows entering the stream together with any 

sediment they contain (Office of Environment and Heritage 2012). Mitre drains can have a 

largely mitigative effect by preventing water from travelling long distances along linear 

infrastructure and help to reduce pooling downstream of culverts. However, mitre drains add to 

the disturbance footprint of the linear infrastructure and often cause unnatural concentrations 

of water, with artificially wet areas created around them (e.g. Figure 5.2c), and will initiate 

stream channels if there is sufficient flow. Vehicle tracks can be constructed without lowering 

the road surface below the surrounding ground level to prevent water from flowing along the 

road (e.g. Figure 5.2b). 

Lastly, further research is required to extend our understanding of the ecological implications of 

linear infrastructure effects on surface and near-surface hydrology, such as quantifying the 

effects of the impacts observed in this investigation on plant productivity, and characterising 

flow-on effects. Such research should also take into account potential effects and ramifications 

of linear infrastructure on groundwater depths. Further investigation into interactive effects 

between linear infrastructure-driven hydrological impacts and impacts resulting from other 

drivers, may help to inform their management and help to mitigate synergistic effects. 

Additionally, research on cost-effective solutions to hydrologically considerate road design and 

engineering challenges is important for the development of these approaches and improving 

their implementation. 

5.6 Conclusion  

This research represents one of the first field-based, region-wide quantification of surface 

hydrology impacts associated with linear infrastructure. We discovered extensive evidence of 

impacts of linear infrastructure on both ephemeral streamflow and water movement within the 

landscape in general, and associations between these and infrastructure type, land use, culvert 

presence, soil properties, topographic factors, and rainfall.  

The demonstrated numerous and varied effects of linear infrastructure on landscape surface 

water movement contrast sharply with the scant nature of research on this topic as well as lack 

of consideration in impact evaluations and conservation or impact mitigation plans. This limits 

the capacity of decision makers, policy makers, and land use planners to identify impacts and 

creates a major gap between the impacts that are accounted for in decisions, policies, plans and 

mitigation activities; and the actual impacts that manifest on the ground.  
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Impacts of linear infrastructure on surface hydrology could be mitigated by limiting the extent 

of linear infrastructure, incorporating understandings of environmental factors affecting 

susceptibility to impacts into broad-scale network planning, and developing and implementing 

hydrologically considerate design. Careful consideration is required to ensure that the mitigation 

of hydrological impacts does not create or exacerbate other impacts, such as disproportionately 

affecting a particular vegetation type that grows in parts of the landscape deemed to be less 

susceptible to hydrological impacts by concentrating new roads in that part of the landscape.  

In landscapes where ecological processes function relatively well, maintaining their function by 

preventing anthropogenic degradation is often the highest priority and lowest risk conservation 

strategy (e.g. Prober, Thiele et al. 2012). Maintaining natural water flow and infiltration as well 

as soil stability through more selective development, design, maintenance and restoration of 

linear infrastructure is an essential component of such an approach, and could be particularly 

important for mitigating climate change effects. 
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Appendix 5.1: Examples of infrastructure and vegetation types.  

 
Figure A5.1.1:  Examples of infrastructure and vegetation types observed. a) minor track; b) major track; 
c) unsealed road; d) sealed road; e) railway; f) woodland; g) shrubland; h) succulent steppe. 
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Appendix 5.2: Predictor covariables used in the analyses 

Name of 
predictor (short 
name) 

source notes Included in 
analyses  

Type of linear 
infrastructure 
(inf_type) 

Field observation Categories are (in order from most to least 
engineered): railway, sealed road, unsealed road, 
major track, minor track, and off-road. 

All; note that 
railways and 
roads (both 
sealed and 
unsealed) were 
excluded from 
the erosion and 
pooling analysis 
due to regular 
maintenance 
and resistant 
materials that 
would have 
obscured 
evidence of 
altered water 
movement.  

Culvert presence 
(culvert) 

Field observation All sizes and types of culvert included. Where 
culverts were blocked this was noted, but not 
included in the analysis 

Drainage 
crossings: flow 
impedance, 
diversion and 
concentration 

Vegetation – 
Field  
(veg) 

Field observation Vegetation observed was grouped into three broad 
categories: woodland, shrubland, and succulent 
steppe, based on Beard’s vegetation classification 
(Beard, Beeston et al. 2013) 

All drainage 
crossings 
analyses. 

Vegetation – 
Beard  
(bveg) 

Beard’s vegetation 
classification 

From Beard, Beeston et al. (2013) Erosion and 
pooling 
frequency, and 
erosion severity 
analyses 

Grazed status 
(grazed or 
ungrazed) 

Pastoral tenure dataset 
provided by Landgate 

There is likely to have been variation in the 
intensity of grazing within grazed areas; in addition, 
some rogue cattle and other livestock now exist 
outside of pastoral tenure; it was not possible to 
capture these in the current analysis. 

All  

300 m focal 
median of 
percent slope 
(%)  
(slope) 

Based on hydrologically 
conditioned and 
drainage enforced 1 arc 
second digital elevation 
models (DEM-H), 
produced from the 
Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission 
(derived hydrological 
version 1.0) and 
provided by 
Geosciences Australia 

Extracted using ‘extract multi values to points’ tool 
with central value of cell used – i.e. no bilinear 
interpolation. 30 m cell resolution. 

All 

Topographical 
wetness index 
(wetness) 

As above Calculated as loge(specific catchment area/slope. 
Extracted using ‘extract multi values to points tool 
with bilinear interpolation of values from adjacent 
cells. 30 m cell resolution. 

All 
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Name of 
predictor (short 
name) 

source notes Included in 
analyses  

Localised 
topographic 
depression 
(height above 
sea level in m) 
(dip) 

As above DEM-H divided by mean neighbourhood DEM-H, 
calculated using focal Statistics tool in ArcGIS 10.2, 
using circular neighbourhood calculation with a 
radius of 3 cells (~100 m). Both DEMH and focal 
DEM-H extracted using ‘extract multi values to 
points tool with bilinear interpolation of values 
from adjacent cells. Resolution of original dataset is 
30 m (cell size). 

All drainage 
crossings and 
erosion severity 
analyses 

Annual 
precipitation 
(mm)  
(rain) 

Climate surface 
modelling compiled by 
ANU and accessed via 
the Atlas of Living 
Australia (ALA) 

Surface modelled using ANUSPLIN and inputs from 
ESOCLIM, BIOCLIM and GROCLIM on base 9 DEM, 
ANUCLIM version 5.1. Gridded data available at 
0.01 degree (~1km) resolution. 

All 

Soil erodibility 
(K factor) 
(erodibility) 

Australian Soil Resource 
Information System, 
managed by CSIRO 

K factor represents the properties that affect a 
soil’s infiltration capacity and also its ability to resist 
detachment and transport by rainfall and runoff, 
including percentages of sand, silt, clay, and organic 
matter; pH, structure and bulk density; pore space 
filled by air; aggregation; parent material; and 
various interactions of these variables (Wischmeier 
and Mannering 1969). Note that this covariate was 
alternated with clay content and soil water-holding 
capacity due to collinearity, to identify best 
predictor for use in model. Gridded data available 
at 0.01 degree (~1km) resolution. 

Erosion 
severity, flow 
diversion, 
concentration 
and channel 
initiation 

Rainfall erosivity 
(MJ mm/ha/hr) 
(erosivity) 

CSIRO, based on daily 
rainfall data provided 
by Queensland 
Department of Natural 
Resources, accessed via 
ALA 

Rainfall erosivity is defined as the mean annual sum 
of individual storm erosion index values, EI30 , 
where E is the total storm kinetic energy and I30 is 
the maximum 30-min rainfall intensity. Gridded 
data available at 0.01 degree (~1km) resolution. 
http://spatial.ala.org.au/layers/more/erosivity  

All 

Normalised 
difference 
vegetation index 
(NDVI*100) 
(ndvi) 

Mean annual NDVI 
calculated from MODIS 
250m 16 day NDVI 
composites derived 
from bands 1 & 2 of 
MODIS Terra satellite, 
accessed via ALA 

Reference date is 2007. Gridded data available at 
0.01 degree (~1km) resolution. 

All 

Fractional Cover 
- Bare Soil (%) 
(baresoil) 

MODIS NBAR-derived 
16-days fractional cover 
of Bare Soil (BS), 
accessed via the ALA 

Calculated as at 2012-03-05. Fractional cover 
represents the exposed proportion of BS within 
each pixel. In forested canopies the photosynthetic 
or non-photosynthetic portions of trees may 
obscure those of the grass layer and/or bare soil. 
~400m pixel resolution. 

All 

Water holding 
capacity (mm x 
1000) 
(waterhold) 

Australian Soil Resource 
Information System, 
managed by CSIRO and 
accessed via ALA 

Modelled from soil mapping of State and CSIRO 
observations and presented as an area-weighted 
mean 1 km grid. Note that this covariate was 
alternated with clay content and soil erodibility due 
to collinearity, to identify best predictor for use in 
model. 

Excluded in final 
trees due to 
collinearity with 
soil clay content 

Solum average 
median clay 
content (%) 
(clay) 

CSIRO Ecosystem 
Sciences, accessed via 
ALA 

Estimated median percentage clay content of 
estimated soil texture. The estimated clay contents 
for 6 texture groups by McDonald et al. (1990) were 
used as a guide: interpreted values were increased 
or decreased depending on the type of soil within a 
group. Derived from McKenzie et al. (2000). The 
solum average clay content is the A and B horizon 
estimates weighted by the depth of each horizon. 
Gridded data available at 0.01 degree (~1km) 
resolution. 

Erosion and 
pooling 
frequency; flow 
impedance 
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Appendix 5.3: Analysis of grazing effect within infrastructure 

categories 

This analysis was performed to test for possible compounding of the effects of linear 

infrastructure and grazing in the analyses of erosional and pooling frequency, as samples of the 

different grazing categories were not evenly distributed across the different types of linear 

infrastructure, as shown in Table A5.3.1. 

Table A5.3.1 Sections and erosional features sampled within each grazing and linear infrastructure 
category for the analysis of erosion and pooling feature frequency 

Kilometre-length transects 

 pastoral-grazed feral-grazed  ungrazed total 

major track 80 17 269 366 
minor track 1 0 216 217 
off-road 0 10 90 100 
total 81 27 575 683 

Erosional features observed 

 pastoral-grazed feral-grazed  ungrazed total 
major track 174 31 172 377 
minor track 5 n.a. 270 275 
off-road n.a. 29 10 39 
total 179 60 452 691 

 

Cattle grazing (both on pastoral tenure and by feral cattle) was found to be a key driver of 

erosional feature severity (Figure 5.4a & Figure A5.3.1a). Grazing was not identified as a key 

driver of pooling frequency nor erosion severity (Figure A5.3.1b & c). Box-plots and ANOVAs 

were used to confirm that these apparent trends are not due to compounding with types of 

linear infrastructure. Figure A5.3.2 shows erosion and pooling frequency and erosion severity by 

grazing category for each type of linear infrastructure. The overall trend of more frequent 

erosion in grazed areas is observed consistently within infrastructure categories. The trend for 

pooling is mixed, with more frequent pooling in feral-grazed areas compared to ungrazed areas 

both off-road and along major tracks, although pooling is slightly less frequent in pastoral areas 

compared to ungrazed areas on major tracks. Erosion severity along major tracks is greatest in 

feral-grazed areas; intermediate in pastoral-grazed areas, and lowest in ungrazed areas. Severity 

in off-road areas is slightly lower, on average, where feral cattle occur, although the trend is not 

statistically significant. 
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Figure A5.3.1: Box plots showing evidence of altered water movement for the different grazing 
categories used in this analysis, with all linear infrastructure types pooled. a) Frequency of erosional 
features (features per km). b) Frequency of pooling features (pools per km). c) Severity of erosional 
features (scale of 1 to 4). 

These results indicate that grazing is an independent driver of altered surface water movement, 

outside of any compounding effects of linear infrastructure. They also indicate that the 

occurrence of feral cattle in an area may be at least as strong a driver of erosion and water 

pooling as pastoral grazing – a somewhat surprising effect as feral grazing is considered to have 

occurred over a much shorter timeframe and possibly be less intense, albeit less managed. 

Further data would be needed to confirm the consistency of this trend and to characterise 

interactive effects. 
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Figure A5.3.2: Boxplots showing evidence of altered water movement by category, for off-road areas 
and minor and major tracks. Minor tracks are included for completeness although there was insufficient 
data to analyse trends within this category; their titles and averages are shown in grey. Red text 
indicates significant differences between frequency of erosional features across grazing categories 
within each infrastructure type. Red points show category averages. 
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Appendix 5.4: Additional conditional inference trees  

Figures A5.4.1, A5.4.2 and A5.4.3 show additional conditional inference trees produced in the 

analyses. 

  
Figure A5.4.1 Regression tree showing the positive associations of slope, soil erodibility, and proportion 
of bare soil with erosion severity. Erosion severity was also found to be significantly higher (p = 0.01409) 
on tracks compared with off-road areas, however this variable is not included in the conditional 
inference tree. 

 
Figure A5.4.2 Classification tree showing the predicted probability of flow being diverted at a linear 
infrastructure crossing of an ephemeral streamline. The presence of a culvert is the strongest predictor, 
although this interacts with rainfall such that there is a greater probability of observing diverted flows 
where there is a culvert and rainfall is low, but a greater probability of observing flow diversion where 
there is no culvert and rainfall is relatively high. 
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Figure A5.4.3 Classification tree showing predictions for channel initiation. The majority of channels 
formed due to the effects of linear infrastructure are associated with the railway, where major ditch- 
and embankment engineering works laterally redistribute any overland water movement and 
concentrate it through culverts and connected mitre drains. At such locations, rainfall erosivity is the 
strongest determiner of the probability of new channel initiation.
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Chapter 6. General discussion 

Chapter 6 

General discussion 

 
 

“Nature is not only out there, but also in us; in turn we must acknowledge our role 
and take serious our responsibility in both shaping and living with the greater biotic 
community.”  

— Emma Marris 2013 The Rambunctious Garden: Saving Nature in a Post-Wild 
World 

 

“We have agreed not to drive our automobiles into cathedrals, concert halls, art 
museums, legislative assemblies, private bedrooms and other sanctums of our 
culture; we should treat our national parks with the same deference, for they too, 
are holy places”  

— Edward Abbey 1968 Desert Solitaire 
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6.1 Synthesis of results 

The overall finding of this thesis is that linear infrastructure in large, relatively intact landscapes 

(hereafter: intact landscapes) can be a major source of enigmatic ecological impacts that must 

be accounted for and addressed if these landscapes are to be conserved. Such impacts include 

changes to ecological functions and guilds that control both top-down and bottom-up 

ecosystem regulation and may extend great distances into otherwise undisturbed habitats. Their 

cumulative effect can be substantial, particularly when considering the potentially large areas 

that may be exposed to offsite impacts by virtue of their proximity to linear infrastructure. 

Chapter 2 proposed a framework for conceptualising ‘enigmatic’ impacts that are frequently 

overlooked or inadequately addressed in impact evaluations. In doing so it set the focus for the 

following chapters on identifying and quantifying some of the potentially most significant 

impacts that fall into this group. 

The enigmatic impacts framework consists of impacts that may be insignificant individually but 

considerable in sum (cumulative impacts), impacts that fall outside of the area considered or 

monitored (offsite impacts); those that are overlooked as a result of limitations in 

methodologies, approaches, or spatiotemporal scales used to detect them (cryptic impacts), and 

those facilitated but not directly caused by developments, due to developments allowing access 

to areas that were previously inaccessible (secondary impacts). Moreover, synergistic 

interactions or facilitation between two or more different impacts can result in combined effects 

that are greater than the sum of each impact acting alone; although this frequently passes 

‘under the radar’ of impact evaluations.  

The subsequent chapters showed that many of the ecological impacts of mining in the Great 

Western Woodlands (GWW) are likely to be enigmatic impacts. Chapter 3 demonstrated the 

large proportion of the direct disturbance footprint which is made up of unmapped roads, 

Chapter 4 investigated the effects that these roads have in concentrating predator activity, and 

Chapter 5 highlighted the extensive effects of linear infrastructure on water movement.  

These impacts are enigmatic in multiple ways: the physical disturbance footprint is commonly 

perceived to be ‘insignificant’ due to it being a relatively small proportion of most landscapes in 

the GWW (Chapter 3), but in sum it is the size of a small country (e.g. double the size of Malta 

at 316 km²). Furthermore, it includes 150,000 km of linear infrastructure (an average of 1 km 

per square km). When potential offsite impacts are taken into account, the area affected 

increases substantially, from 0.4% of the GWW to between 3 and 35% of the region, depending 

on the impact scenario used.  
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The impacts of linear infrastructure on dingo, cat and fox activity (Chapter 4) can be categorised 

as being both cryptic and offsite, as well as cumulative in the sense that if they only applied to 

very few vehicle tracks they may be deemed insignificant, but in fact they are likely to apply to 

hundreds of thousands of kilometres of tracks through the region. The cryptic nature of these 

impacts derives from the fact that they have not previously been systematically identified, a fact 

which probably partly reflects the cryptic nature of the study species and the difficulties inherent 

in collecting sufficient data on them, particularly in these remote areas. The offsite nature of 

these impacts derives from the apparent effect of road proximity within the surrounding 

vegetation matrix, an effect that appeared to apply to all three study species and extend for up 

to 2.5 km away from roads; although further investigation would be required to confirm its 

presence as a real ecological phenomenon. The impacts on cats and foxes are particularly 

concerning given that these predators are implicated in many species extinctions and other 

substantial and varied impacts on biodiversity and economic values across the globe (Saunders, 

McLeod et al. 2008, Bengsen, Butler et al. 2011). However, even the effects of roads on dingo 

activity may be important here given that excessive predation by even a native species can 

impact prey populations considerably (Boonstra 2013), and the role that dingoes play in 

mesopredator suppression (Brook, Johnson et al. 2012).  

The hydrological effects (Chapter 5) similarly fall into both cryptic and offsite categories. They 

are cryptic in the sense that how they manifest across the landscape was generally not well 

understood prior to this research. They are also ‘offsite’ because impacts (such as flow diversion 

and new ephemeral stream channels initiated by exacerbated surface flows) frequently extend 

away from linear infrastructure into the surrounding vegetation matrix. Again, if these impacts 

were to occur in very limited number, they may be considered relatively inconsequential. 

However, the sheer number and cumulative impact of erosional features, pooling features, and 

impacts on ephemeral streamflow (146,000; 96,000; and up to 29,000; respectively) estimated 

for the region is substantial. These findings are relevant to intact landscapes (particularly semi-

arid to arid landscapes, where water availability is the main constraint to biological activity) 

globally, where rapid expansion of linear infrastructure is ubiquitous, and likely ramifications 

include changes to ecosystem productivity, soil retention, dependent vegetation and affected 

fauna (Duniway and Herrick 2011). 

As proposed by the enigmatic impacts framework, such impacts often act in synergy with other 

trends or impacts. I observed this in my investigation of road effects on predator activity, where 

the effects of invasive predators appeared to be exacerbated by the concentrating effects of 

linear infrastructure on their activity. Additionally, linear infrastructure may facilitate species 
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invasions into habitats that would otherwise not have seen much invasive predator activity, such 

as appeared to be the case for dingoes in shrublands. Synergistic impacts may also occur 

between the effects of linear infrastructure on predator activity and the effects of rapid and 

ongoing global changes, such as species range shifts. The impact of linear infrastructure on 

hydrology is another area in which synergies with global changes are likely to occur, and will 

require careful mitigation where possible. In particular, possible aridifying effects of linear 

infrastructure downslope of roads could exacerbate the impacts of drying and increases in 

average temperatures that are likely to occur in the GWW in the next half-century (Prober, 

Thiele et al. 2012).  

Secondary impacts were not assessed in this study due to the time constraints and the focus on 

ecological processes rather than human behaviour, although secondary impacts are a clear 

consequence of linear infrastructure networks and remain a key component of the enigmatic 

impacts framework. Secondary impacts that were informally observed and/or are likely to be 

substantial in the GWW include sandalwood harvesting, prospecting, and increased 4WD and 

motorcycle activity and associated human impacts that could lead to loss of wild land qualities 

(e.g. rubbish, off-road driving, fire ignition). In one area where feral pigs’ scats were found 

beyond their known range, the Department of Parks and Wildlife suggested that the pigs may 

have been released illegally by regular visitors to the area in an attempt to establish a feral pig 

population for hunting; an impact that would not have occurred without the presence of the 

road. 

An important note on cumulative impact thresholds concerns developments that affect certain 

ecological attributes or parts of landscapes disproportionately. An ecological threshold, or 

critical tipping point, is a point at which relatively small changes in environmental conditions 

(e.g. levels of disturbance) can cause relatively large changes in ecological state. Such a threshold 

may be reached from the accumulation of environmental changes or disturbances over space or 

time, and can result from impacts to certain important landscape elements or ecological 

attributes, with landscape-wide consequences. For example, iron ore mining in the Great 

Western Woodlands disproportionately targets banded ironstone formations, with most of 

these already being mined or currently under mining proposals or viability assessments 

(Department of Industry and Resources 2007). Banded ironstone formations provide unique 

soils and microclimates and harbour a rich biodiversity including a range of endemic species 

(many of which are restricted to a single formation) and function as ecological and evolutionary 

refugia (Gibson, Meissner et al. 2012). Mining of banded ironstone formations is ongoing despite 

there currently being no clear understanding of the thresholds below which loss can be 
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sustained without compromising the sustainability of the local ecosystems and the biodiversity 

they hold (Department of Industry and Resources 2007). Mining in this situation is effectively 

‘picking out the eyes’ of the landscape, a process that could have much greater ecological 

ramifications than if the same impact was distributed evenly amongst all landforms. Thus, there 

is a need to consider cumulative effects on each landscape element as well as the whole 

landscape. 

6.2 Reflections in a broader context 

The enigmatic impacts framework and the investigations into linear infrastructure impacts 

provide a more informed foundation for protecting the values of the Great Western Woodlands, 

as well as other intact landscapes worldwide, with applications for more fragmented landscapes 

too. In brief, I conclude that ecological impacts of diffuse developments in intact landscapes are 

best mitigated at a regional or landscape level with application of the mitigation hierarchy (e.g. 

Kiesecker, Copeland et al. 2010). Under this approach, avoiding impacts where possible is 

preferred, particularly in relatively undisturbed or ‘frontier’ areas.  Minimising, restoring and 

offsetting follow as appropriate, with particular attention paid to enigmatic impacts such as 

minimising the cumulative impacts of multiple developments and linear infrastructure.  

Indeed, linear infrastructure and its ecological impacts are likely to be a dominant factor for 

consideration in the conservation of intact landscapes. Such infrastructure is pervasive, has high 

edge-to area ratios, and facilitates movement and transport of invasive as well as native 

organisms along with humans that can lead to multiple secondary impacts. This thesis 

demonstrates a methodology for the calculation of the cumulative disturbance footprint as well 

as examples of processes that are affected by linear infrastructure; examples that are likely to 

represent merely the tip of the impact iceberg.  

As discussed in Chapter 2, quantifying all of the enigmatic impacts that may result from a 

development, and their interactions, is unlikely given constraints of money and knowledge. Still, 

governments and proponents need to prevent, manage, account for and mitigate these impacts 

in the best and most comprehensive way possible or face ecological loss beyond what has been 

accounted for and what society may be ready to accept.  

Approaches to mitigating enigmatic ecological impacts include strategic and broad-scale impact 

evaluation and planning; concentrating future development in more-disturbed areas and 

prioritising relatively undisturbed areas for protection; and enhancing evaluation standards and 

tools. They can also include better government and industry practices for minimising impacts 
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(such as helicopter drill rigs that remove the need for access tracks) and strategic approaches to 

restoration of disturbed areas. Intact landscape conservation is also likely to require 

mechanisms to improve transparency and public participation as well as shift risks from society 

to the marketplace with instruments such as mandatory environmental insurance schemes. In 

addition, successful conservation would require integrated mitigation of the impacts of climate 

change and other global change phenomena as well as synergistic impact interactions between 

multiple drivers of change.   

Certainly, effective protection of intact landscapes is contingent on support by societies, political 

systems, and economies, with improved incorporation of long-term and non-monetary values 

into strategic planning over large spatial and temporal scales. Many long-established industries 

may need to be transitioned to best practice operations.  

All of these approaches require further development. Despite enormous advances in scientific 

knowledge, technology, and vast resources at our disposal, humanity’s progress in achieving 

sustainable outcomes for nature and people is dangerously slow (Hoekstra and Wiedmann 2014, 

Steffen, Richardson et al. 2015). Many existing approaches to conservation, such as cumulative 

and strategic assessments, are poorly or insufficiently implemented; not because of a lack of 

knowledge or capacity but because of a lack of political will or economic interest. A substantial 

near-term improvement in this situation is possible but unlikely under current trends. This 

outlook could be improved by societies better aligning their priorities and actions with clear 

long-term visions of the planetary conditions they desire and by considering the implicit price 

that they (consciously or otherwise) pay by letting the planet’s immense ecological assets 

become degraded. For this pursuit to be successful, it would need to be led by decision-makers, 

with scientists and environmental practitioners working to highlight the importance and urgency 

of environmental issues as well as drive the development of knowledge and mechanisms to 

navigate them optimally. Proponents of development activities also have an important role to 

play in developing and implementing best practices in impact mitigation. 

In the course of this research I learned that there is substantial interest from mining companies 

and/or personnel in mitigating and compensating for the impacts of their activities (e.g. 

Fitzsimons, Heiner et al. 2014). This probably largely derives from an interest in earning a good 

reputation in the eyes of regulators or financiers to increase their chances of having further 

proposals approved and reduce the burden of future regulatory requirements. It also likely 

reflects an interest on behalf of the mining companies to be seen by the public as responsible 

‘corporate citizens’ and earn a ‘social licence to operate’ as well as reduce any costs associated 

with opposition to their activities and improve employee morale.  
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In addition, representatives of the mining industry in the GWW have expressed interest in 

science-based strategic land-use planning approaches which would provide them with certainty 

regarding access, rules and requirements, and off-limit areas, as well as help them to secure and 

maintain community support (Ironbark Environmental 2011). Such interest from development 

proponents presents a significant opportunity and is likely to exist to some degree across intact 

landscapes worldwide, with biodiversity offsets now required by global financiers such as the 

International Finance Corporation and many private financial institutions (Fitzsimons, Heiner et 

al. 2014). Nevertheless, there are many challenges to be overcome in this area (Walker, Brower 

et al. 2009, Maron, Hobbs et al. 2012).  

6.3 Limitations and emergent lessons 

Intact landscapes inherently contain areas that are remote and that may be difficult to access. 

The very attributes that make intact landscapes valuable ecologically can also make research in 

them challenging. Logistical challenges faced in this research included difficulty in navigating on 

very poorly mapped road networks; long travel times; difficulties with vehicle travel on boggy 

and gravelly roads; multiple tyre punctures; difficulties in engaging volunteer fieldwork 

assistants that were available for extended trips; impassibility of most roads after rains; having 

to make last minute route or schedule changes due to wildfires or inclement weather; managing 

volunteer injuries that made walking difficult; and managing health and safety under extreme 

hot and cold weather conditions. These challenges meant that some possible avenues for 

investigation were ruled out early on although they may have been fruitful, and the amount of 

data that could be collected was also limited.  

Such challenges are likely to affect research as well as conservation activities in many intact 

landscapes worldwide (and probably at least partially explain the relative sparsity of research in 

these landscapes). Therefore, it is important to manage these challenges as a key component of 

intact landscape conservation. From my experience, important mechanisms for managing the 

challenges of field research in intact landscapes include having appropriately trained, fit and 

experienced personnel, appropriate equipment (well-fitted vehicles, GPS and mapping devices 

– ideally with detailed aerial images, etc.), and management systems that appreciate the 

challenges and can provide appropriate support. In addition, well-formed connections with as 

many local people and organisations as possible were key factors for success: a mining company 

provided stop-over and emergency accommodation in inclement weather, on-site vehicle 

repairs and a chance to charge motion sensor camera batteries along the way, local farmers 

provided important advice and connections with volunteers, local offices of government 
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agencies provided twice-daily wildfire updates etc. Such connections are likely to benefit 

research as well as conservation outcomes, such as research applicability and uptake. 

The main limitation of the spatial analysis (Chapter 3) was the limited nature of the available 

data on offsite impacts. The use of hypothetical offsite risk zones was a powerful demonstration 

in this case of how the different offsite effects reported in the literature can apply across a 

landscape; however, it is difficult to know how these would actually manifest if all impacts were 

known. The use of offsite impact zones could also be extended by incorporating degrees of 

impact or proportion of change in habitat function (e.g. where caribou occurrence is reduced by 

60% within a 3-kilometer radius of hydroelectric development; Mahoney and Schaefer 2002), 

and non-linear effects with distance from disturbance (e.g. Johnson, Boyce et al. 2005). There is 

also a difficulty with the concept of offsite impact zones in that they assume that impacts occur 

a standard distance all along the disturbance in question, whereas in reality some impacts would 

be stronger or exerted over a greater distance in some places and weaker in others. Chapter 5 

presents examples of such scenarios where impacts of linear infrastructure on water flows are 

likely to be greater at greater slopes and with certain soil types and also in interaction with 

pastoral land use; it was not possible to convert these findings into road effect distances at this 

stage.  

One of the major limitations of the predator investigation (Chapter 4) was the length of the 

transects. The 3 km transects that I established represented a compromise between optimal 

lengths based on average estimated widths of target species’ home ranges, and the logistical 

feasibility of the study. The availability and accessibility of locations where homogenous tracts 

of the targeted vegetation types existed alongside a road but with no other anthropogenic 

disturbance within a 3 km radius were the largest logistical constraint. The actual time required 

to service the transects presented an additional constraint, given that all transects had to be 

walked, often through quite dense vegetation, and driving times between transects could be 

substantial. A return journey for an average transect survey was 7 km (straight lines can rarely 

be walked through intact vegetation), with about 560 km walked in total. These transects did 

provide insights into predator activity at distances much greater than the majority of studies in 

the literature, although the results were inconclusive as to whether or not a ‘baseline’ of off-

road activity was reached. One way of addressing this issue would consist of collecting 

substantially more data at greater distances from roads (e.g. greater than 5 or 10 kilometres, 

possibly with different alignment of the transects), although finding appropriate locations for 

such transects may be more challenging. Surveys could also include more data on other variables 

that may affect activity. Lastly, it would have been useful to include more spoor survey on roads: 
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the very limited spoor survey sample effort on roads made it hard to compare road-use 

preferences between camera datasets (where on-road monitoring made up a fifth of all 

monitoring effort) and spoor datasets (where on-road survey made up <0.01 of all survey effort).  

The predator activity analysis would also have benefited from the ability to combine the camera 

and spoor datasets and emerge with one coherent story. However, this is a very difficult task 

that would encounter challenges around the length of time over which different types of 

observed spoor accumulated, differences in spoor-creating attributes of the different species, 

and calculation of the correspondence between activity as judged by prints, scats, and camera 

sightings. There are also potential issues with each of the separate datasets that would need to 

be taken into account. For spoor, these include potential biases in spoor-creation rates (e.g. if 

dingoes and foxes have higher defecation rates on roads due to their use of scats as territory 

markers whereas cat spoor are less likely to be observed on roads due to their tendency to bury 

their scats). They would also be limited by the different ground texture and the likelihood of 

print formation and persistence in different soil types. Conversely the camera datasets were 

affected by camera theft and malfunction as well as non-captures (when a camera fails to 

photograph an animal that enters its detection zone; instances of this were encountered during 

camera testing) such that detectability was limited and varied between datasets. 

In the course of the field work conducted for the predator investigation, I also collected 

numerous spoor and camera observations on prey species and other fauna, including:  

 macropods [euro or common wallaroo (Macropus robustus), Tamar wallaby (Macropus 

eugenii), western grey kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus), red kangaroo (Macropus rufus)], 

 smaller marsupials [including a fat-tailed dunnart (Sminthopsis crassicaudata)], 

 echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus),  

 rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus),  

 reptiles (varanids and others),  

 birds [emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae), malleefowl (Leipoa ocellata), Australian bustard 

(Ardeotis australis), Australian raven (Corvus coronoides), grey butcherbird (Cracticus 

torquatus), pied butcherbird (Cracticus nigrogularis)],  

 camels (Camelus dromedarius),  

 donkeys (Equus africanus asinus),  

 pigs (Sus scrofa), 

 cattle (Bos taurus),  

 some invertebrates [ant mounds, processionary caterpillar trails (Ochrogaster lunifer)].  
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In addition, I had 55 predator scats analysed for dietary contents with results indicating 

predation of little long-tailed dunnarts (Sminthopsis dolichura), ash-grey mice (Pseudomys 

albocinereus), house mice (Mus musculus), skinks and beetles among other species named 

above. While these records are still bound by the limitations discussed above, and for many of 

the species mentioned there is insufficient data to warrant analysis, they may offer some insight 

into the prey component of the puzzle, particularly if combined with analyses of the significance 

of each prey species in the different predator diets. Their analysis was not possible in the 

timeframe of this PhD but could be performed at a later time and/or combined with other data. 

The main limitation in the investigation on linear infrastructure effects on water movement 

concerned quantifying the actual effects on water-dependent factors such as plant productivity. 

Some initial investigations did attempt to assess normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) 

changes around roads but were limited by data resolution and the challenges of aligning dates 

of possible changes in plant productivity with dates of road construction, amongst others. It was 

not pursued for the time being but there is scope for yielding worthwhile insights from this 

approach with further development of the methodology.  

In addition, the current hydrology investigation was limited to using evidence of water surface 

pooling and movement in ground surface morphology, vegetation and litter. It would have been 

useful to directly observe water movement (e.g. measure water velocities on either side of a 

road during a storm event; although this would be logistically challenging given the impassability 

of most roads following rain), and measure resultant changes such as soil moisture, biological 

soil crust function, plant turgor, water stress and photosynthetic activity. In addition, further 

investigations of mitre drains (open drains sometimes used to channel runoff away from a road; 

also called spoon drains or offshoot drains) could yield further insights into impacts. Such 

investigations could assess the location and direction of mitre drains relative to linear 

infrastructure and surface slope, together with the proportion that have evidence of flow and/or 

new channel initiation, and any evidence of effects on adjacent vegetation. If I were to redo this 

investigation I would have also differentiated between the diversion of overland flows and the 

diversion of streamflows to allow a better understanding of each form of flow diversion and how 

it is affected by different types of linear infrastructure and other factors.  

6.4 Future research directions 

The research presented in this thesis raises numerous questions surrounding the effects of linear 

infrastructure on ecological processes and attributes, as well as regarding the challenges and 

solutions to conservation of intact landscapes. Here I briefly discuss three sets of future research 
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recommendations that emerge from this thesis regarding: a) questions that immediately arise 

from chapters in this thesis; b) conservation of the GWW; and c) considerations for developing 

research to foster intact landscape conservation on a global scale. 

First, a number of important questions emerge from this thesis that warrant further 

investigation, given that this study has probably only scratched the surface on development 

impacts on biodiversity. Which other ecological effects of development disturbances (linear 

infrastructure as well as hub disturbances such as mines) can be readily identified, and can any 

offsite effect zones be quantified? A diversified and extended version of the transects used in 

Chapter 4 that includes bat and bird call detectors, dust and noise monitoring, and vegetation 

monitoring plots and includes multiple types of disturbance could be employed as one method 

for exploring this area. Such transects could be arranged in triangular and or/square formations 

to include more data at greater distances from roads and/or on-road data for more powerful 

data analyses.  

Further research on the offsite impacts of roads on predator activity could entail gaining a better 

understanding of predator territoriality, home range size and configurations, interspecific 

interactions and distributions of activity within home ranges. For example, are the study species 

more likely to frequently patrol the borders of their territory, avoid territory edges where they 

might meet conspecific competitors, or be equally active in all parts of their home ranges or 

territories? In addition, how does road density affect the ways in which predators use roads and 

their total activity or abundance in a landscape? Does more activity by predators in association 

with roads mean there is greater predator density or pressure in the landscape, or just that the 

same predator density has its effects concentrated in a particular part of the landscape? Recent 

innovations in GPS collar technology could be useful in answering these questions. Further, 

research into the implications of the changes in predator activity around roads for overall 

predator abundance within a landscape would provide insight into the consequences of the 

effects we observed. 

Tracking devices could also help to investigate some other implications of road use by predators 

that have been hypothesised. For example, a wild-dog and dingo control personnel working 

within the area hypothesized that dispersing juvenile dingoes use roads extensively as travel 

lanes and that roads may therefore direct dingo movements. He speculated that dingoes and 

other wild dogs follow an unsealed vehicle track (the Holland Track), from around Coolgardie 

(central-north of the GWW), south-west toward the Forrestania area (south-west of the GWW) 

and the state barrier fence on the GWW-wheatbelt boundary – a distance of over 200 km.  
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Second, further research is needed to better understand the current ecological baseline of the 

GWW and investigate solutions to the threats it faces, in order to better inform conservation. 

Basic knowledge needed to better inform conservation includes current information on species 

occurrence, range and trajectories (or at least some indicators or proxies), improved 

understandings of fire regimes and trends, as well as improved vegetation and soil maps. Work 

on some of these topics is already underway. Investigation is also needed into ways to perform 

environmental accounting for the region to inform cumulative effects management and to direct 

offset and mitigation strategies to create net positive improvements in the overall ecological 

condition of the GWW over time. Such work would need to sit within an overall strategy that 

specifically accounts for enigmatic impacts and intactness. 

This work would best be done in collaboration with government agencies and other 

stakeholders where possible to maximise relevance to policy or management and likelihood of 

implementation, and capitalise on work already being done. For example, the Environmental 

Protection Authority of Western Australia (WA) has done some work on assessing cumulative 

impacts and low levels of rehabilitation success within the state (Environmental Protection 

Authority 2013) and the Department of Parks and Wildlife of WA (DPaW) are doing predator 

baiting and monitoring and have expressed interest in the predator work presented in this thesis 

and other information relevant to road planning and wildlife management. CSIRO and the 

Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network have also worked in association with DPaW to establish 

a ‘supersite’ of long-term ecological research that will provide important insights and data, 

including around vegetation community recovery following grazing, carbon sequestration, and 

responses to climate change. Gondwana Link and The Wilderness Society are also actively 

involved in working towards achieving good ecological outcomes for the GWW, with outcomes 

including conservation action planning, a scoping study on land-use planning for the region, and 

influential reports (Judd, Watson et al. 2008, Watson, Judd et al. 2008, Berry, Keith et al. 2010). 

All of these are important initiatives which future research on conservation of the GWW should 

build on.  

One of the most significant shifts to occur in the GWW in recent years is the determination of 

native title of the Ngadju Nation. The consequent shift of power toward traditional ownership 

for a large proportion of the GWW and the development of the Ngadju ranger program (in 

collaboration with Gondwana Link) represent a major opportunity for improved management 

of the GWW. Research on traditional ecological knowledge and cultural values has already been 

conducted with CSIRO and further research could build on these for other applications. For 

example, at the time of writing, negotiations are occurring regarding the construction of a haul 
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road between Honman Ridge and Norseman, through one of the most undisturbed parts of the 

GWW. Some of the insights of this study may be relevant in guiding the alignment and design of 

the haul road, and calculating compensatory activities appropriately. Moreover, the proposed 

haul road could be used as an ideal setup for a before-after-control-impact study where the 

effect of the haul road on multiple species and processes are studied. Such a study could be 

implemented by the Ngadju rangers, who would be able to carry the findings of the study 

forward to inform future negotiations. This approach of having active on-country custodians 

engaged in research to inform future practice is a powerful way to maximise the capacity for 

good management. 

Lastly, future research into conservation of intact landscapes could benefit from collaboration 

between researchers, managers and other stakeholders of different intact landscapes 

worldwide so that strategies could be more widely informed by successes and learnings from 

other areas. Multi-disciplinary, collaborative research with enhanced integration of different 

approaches to intact landscape conservation and ‘cross-pollination’ between different regions 

could also create a more solid foundation for its advancement. Detailed comparative studies 

between conservation strategies that take into account differences in legal and value 

frameworks, industrial development, public involvement and other factors could help to identify 

the most useful methodologies. They can also help to identify potential solutions to challenges 

such as cumulative impact mitigation, offsetting, navigating conflicting interests, and managing 

large networks of linear infrastructure and their impacts.  

Examples of questions that could be addressed in such collaborations include methods to 

maximise consolidation of infrastructure (e.g. so that two mining companies don’t build two 

adjacent, parallel haul roads, as observed in the GWW), and how best to prioritise and 

implement road reclamation within a landscape to best minimise the impacts of road networks. 

There is also potential to incorporate principles of intact landscape conservation into initiatives 

that guide responsible resource extraction and develop markets for products of industries that 

comply with good conservation practices. Such initiatives are happening internationally and 

include the Responsible Jewellery Council, Mineral Policy Institute, Extractive Industries 

Transparency Initiative, Vision 2040, and the Kimberley Process to stem the trade in conflict 

diamonds, with further research necessary to guide their development and assess success. 

There is a need for gap-analysis at the international level to help bridge the gap between the 

availability of mechanisms and their implementation. The area of cumulative impacts mitigation 

provides a good example of where this is needed. Awareness of the importance of cumulative 

impact mitigation has existed for decades (e.g. Walker, Webber et al. 1987) and the issue has 
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received considerable attention in the literature and international arena. It has been tackled by 

global leaders in impact evaluations (such as the International Association for Impact 

Assessment) as well as influential global organisations such as the International Finance 

Corporation (International Finance Corporation 2013) and the World Bank (Arikan, Dieterle et 

al. 2012). Yet, cumulative impacts mitigation remains an ‘impotent’ approach and an elusive 

challenge in many situations (Duinker and Greig 2006, Canter and Ross 2010). Further research 

in this area could benefit environmental outcomes by providing further insights on how the 

barriers to including cumulative impact mitigation as an integral component of development-

related environmental policy and planning at all levels could be overcome. This type of gap 

analysis could be applied to secondary impact management and more broadly to intact 

landscape conservation as a whole. 

6.5 Concluding remarks 

This thesis has contributed to the conceptual development of the fields of ecology, conservation 

and environmental impact mitigation, particularly for extensive development impacts in intact 

landscapes. It has also provided useful information for cumulative impact analyses, invasive 

predator control and species protection, and linear infrastructure design and planning that are 

applicable to the GWW and other large, relatively intact landscapes worldwide. If decision-

makers, managers, researchers, and other stakeholders work together to apply and build on the 

insights presented in this thesis and elsewhere, they can protect these landscapes and the 

immense values they hold, and maximise their resilience in the face of global changes. 
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